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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The suitability of recycled water from Western Municipal Water District
(WMWD) and Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD) for irrigation of citrus, with
particular reference to the boron concentration in the water, has been assessed
taking into account the current knowledge in the literature and the local conditions
(soil, citrus type, and climate) for Riverside. Before the water quality assessment
was made, an extensive literature search was conducted that examined
manuscripts, articles, book chapters and reports from 1928 to date addressing the
response of citrus to boron and salinity. Since salinity, boron (B), and chloride (Cl)
stresses often occur together as they potentially can in the Riverside area, it is
important that they be addressed in the overall assessment regarding the potential
impacts of B in recycled municipal wastewater on citrus orchards in the Riverside
area. This is critical because the suitability of boron in the recycled irrigation-water
can be dependent upon the overall effluent chemistry, including the salinity, ion
composition and concentrations and the sodium adsorption ratio (SAR).

The

combination and potential interaction of these constituents, combined with the soil
and climatic conditions in the study area, will affect the overall suitability of B in
irrigation water over the long-term. Because citrus is a tree crop, the assessment is
based on the long-term (several decades) as opposed to short-term (several years).
And, since over 95% of the citrus orchards receiving or potentially receiving the
recycled water are oranges, this long-term assessment is based on this crop.
There has been a considerable amount of research on boron and citrus over
the past few decades. Many of these studies falls way outside the scope of this
report and therefore are not discussed. Nevertheless, much of the research on
citrus has improved our understanding of boron uptake, movement across
membranes, boron mobility, and compartmentalization in the tree, B physiology, ion
interactions and to some extent on B tolerance mechanisms. For example, it has
been shown that rootstocks (the root portion of the tree) and their ability to reduce
boron movement to the scion (the shoot portion of the tree) is the most important
tolerance mechanism. However others found internal tolerance mechanisms such
as leaf cells moving boron outside the cell to the cell wall space, or complexation of
boron inside the cell with other constituents making it less soluble and less toxic.
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While it was determined decades ago that the general leaf concentration threshold is
about 250-260 mg/kg dry weight, above which is toxic and below which is safe, new
research confirms that this critical range varies widely depending upon a number of
factors including the nutrition of the tree, soil water chemistry, leaf exposure to the
sun and climate. Moreover, certain amendments have been found to help alleviate
B toxicity such as calcium nitrate, zinc, and ferric sulfate. Therefore trees could
tolerate more or less B depending upon the growing conditions. New research has
only introduced additional influencing factors making it more different to discern. As
a result, the new research does not provide any more information to suggest that the
existing B tolerance guidelines for orange (0.5-0.75 mg/L in the soil solution) should
be adjusted upwards or downwards.

Therefore this threshold range remains

appropriate for this assessment.
Citrus tolerance to boron is a complex process and depends upon factors
such as water chemistry, scion/rootstock combinations, soil type, management
practices, and climate.

Tolerance values are reported based on the average

concentration of boron in the soil water (Bss). The challenge comes in determining
the maximum B concentration in the irrigation water (Bw) that would result in these
Bss tolerance values.

Two approaches are used in this report to estimate the

maximum B concentration in the irrigation water; both account for long-term irrigation
after all the soil has been saturated with boron. Results using both methods suggest
that if no other stresses are affecting the tree and with adequate leaching and good
irrigation management practices, the maximum concentration of B in the irrigation
water is between 0.3 to 0.5 mg/L for long-term irrigation. Therefore, based on the
literature and using these approaches to relate Bss to Bw, there is no evidence that
irrigation waters containing less than 0.3 mg/L boron would be problematic for
orange production over the long term in Riverside County provided irrigation
management is optimal, irrigation water supplies are adequate to meet crop water
requirements, soils do not have restricting layers such that leaching can readily
occur and the trees are not experiencing other stresses. This finding is consistent
with that in the Trussell (2011) report.

But note, however, the importance of

adequate leaching and absence of other stresses in this conclusion.
The WMWD and EMWD treated effluents are of poorer quality than that in
Lake Mathews (Colorado River water), the source that has been used as the sole
5

source for irrigation water over the past 50 years; until the past four years where
locally-produced groundwater has been used as a supplemental source.

The

electrical conductivity (EC), the boron (B) concentration, and the chloride (Cl)
concentration in recycled water from both the WMWD and the EMWD are
considerably higher than those in the Riverside canal. The EC, an indicator of the
salt content and the parameter used to assess the yield potential, is about twice that
of the Riverside Canal. However, the EC of water from Lake Mathews is not that
different. The median concentration of B in Lake Mathews and Canal water is 0.13
and 0.17 mg/L, respectively, while the average concentration in WMWD is 0.27
mg/L. In EMWD, the boron and salt content is a bit higher than that in WMWD. In
the EMWD, the average concentrations of B are 0.3, 0.41, 0.55, and 0.43 mg/L,
respectively, for the Moreno Valley, Perris Valley, San Jacinto Valley, and Temecula
Valley RWRFs. Another important distinction is the chloride concentration. The Cl
concentrations in the various effluents from WMWD and EMWD are over 4 times
that in the Riverside Canal water and about 1.6-2.3 times that in Lake Mathews.
Under most circumstances, these increases in constituent concentration (particularly
B, EC, and Cl) would have little restriction on the use of recycled water for irrigation
of most crops. However, because citrus is one of the receiving crops, one known to
be sensitive to all these parameters, careful scrutiny is required.
In regards to the elevated concentration of boron (B) in the effluent in the
WMWD and that from EMWD’s Moreno Valley RWRF, it appears that the treated
waste water, while poorer in quality than their traditional Lake Mathews water, is
suitable for irrigation of citrus over the short term (1-3 years) and probably over the
long term (> 5 years), provided site conditions are optimal, good water management
is practiced, leaching is readily achievable and no interactions among B, Cl and
salinity occur. The greatest concern, however, is the soil properties in the citrus
orchards in the WMWD north of Lake Mathews and the western portion of EMWD
bordering the WMWD. The vast majority of these soils have restricting layers 1 to 3
feet below the soil surface. These restricted layers can affect adequate leaching
allowing salts and boron to accumulate to concentrations higher than if these soils
had no such restricting layers. While treated municipal wastewater may very well be
suitable for irrigation of these orchards for many years, there is reason enough to be
concerned about potential adverse effects (foliar injury and potential loss of
6

production) over the long term due to buildup of salts, Cl and B from inadequate
leaching.
In most of the EMWD (Perris Valley, San Jacinto Valley, and Temecula Valley
RWRFs) the average B concentration in effluents exceeds 0.4 mg/L. While it is
likely that this water is suitable for irrigation over the short term (several years), over
the longer term (>5-10 years) there is concern that B toxicity may occur in some
orchards and there are uncertainties regarding adverse synergistic interactions
among salinity, chloride and boron. Since both boron and chloride can be toxic to
citrus and that their accumulation patterns in leaves are similar, possible adverse
interactions between both constituents could occur in the tissue. Additional stresses
could allow the tree to be more sensitive to B. In this case the tolerance range of
0.5-0.75 mg B/L in the soil water may be inappropriate in situations where the tree is
exposed to multiple stresses at the same time. For EMWD wastewater effluents, the
average EC (1.1 mmhos/cm), the average concentrations of B (0.41-0.55 mg/L), and
average concentrations of Cl (153-193 mg/L) are slightly above, at or near threshold
levels.

Consequently, boron may be more detrimental under this water quality

condition than if B concentration was the only concern.
Therefore there is a reasonable concern over the long-term that the average
boron concentration in effluents from both WMWD and EMWD, combined with the
marginal levels of chloride and salinity, could create a situation where the tree
becomes more susceptible to any one individual stress than it would be if those
other stresses were absent. This is particularly true in those soils with restricting
layers.
Regardless of the impact this recycled water may have, citrus growers in
Riverside County that receive this water will need to take additional measures to
assure its long-term use will be optimized. But these measures come with a cost.
Larger amounts of water will need to be applied to orchards to account for higher
leaching requirements to minimize salt and boron build up in the root zone. Ripping
the soils to break up the restricting layer may be feasible for some of the soil types,
but it is impractical without severely damaging the mature trees in the orchard. This
may be a strategy for new orchards or re-planting old orchards. Frequent sampling
of the irrigation water source, the soil and plant tissue to assess boron, salinity and
specific ions will need to take place on a regular schedule to determine if any one of
7

them is increasing over time. These added monitoring and management practices
are necessary for growers since concentrations of boron and salts (including both
sodium and chloride) in the treated effluent are not only higher than in the traditional
water supply, but concentrations are at potentially problematic levels. Reclamation
leaching will likely be needed in some years to reduce salinity and boron in the soil
below non-damaging levels.
In order to address some of the uncertainties mentioned, several studies are
recommended that would help bridge this gap in research knowledge.

a.

Evaluate the performance of citrus in orchards north of Lake

Mathews irrigated with recycled water: A long-term field project is
recommended that implements best management practices (irrigation, pest
and nutrient) on a growers orchard north of Lake Mathews. Plant, soil, and
water samples should be collected regularly and tree performance would be
monitored.

b.

Rootstocks and Scions: Studies should be conducted in a) controlled

sand-tank environments where the concentrations of ions in the soil solution
can be readily controlled and b) in drainage lysimeters with layered soils to
determine boron tolerance for Valencia and Washington Navel orange grafted
on ‘Troyer Citrange’ and ‘Sweet Orange’ rootstocks as well as newer,
potentially more B and Cl tolerant rootstocks. These would better refine B
tolerance in orange and give more insight into the behavior of the restricting
soil layers.

c.

Additional models: Soil chemistry models (transient as opposed to

steady state) need to be refined/modified to determine long-term boron
concentrations in the root zone when using irrigation waters of variable B
concentrations under historical rainfall conditions in the area.

d.

Ion interactions: Since boron and chloride both accumulate in the

older leaves and because orange trees grafted on ‘Troyer citrange’ and
‘Sweet orange’ rootstocks readily accumulate both Cl and B, studies in
8

controlled sand tanks should be conducted to determined combined
tolerances to these constituents.

Rootstocks with different Cl and B

restricting abilities need to be included in the study.

e.

Amendments:

Additional research needs to be conducted to

determine best management practices for applying amendments to reduce B
toxicity. As described in this report, calcium, nitrate, ferric sulfate, and zinc
have all been found to play a role in alleviation of B toxicity.
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II.

INTRODUCTION

The use of recycled wastewaters to irrigate agronomic and horticultural crops,
as well as golf courses, parks and plants in ornamental landscapes, has gained
considerable interest over the years. One major driving force is the uncertainty of
the allocation and dependability of good quality water in the future as competition
among agricultural, urban, industrial, environmental, and recreational groups
continues to increase. Faced with less dependable supplies of good quality water,
these users now turn to recycled waters as a valuable alternative and are continuing
to develop innovative plant and water management strategies to mitigate the
adverse effects of salt and specific-ion stresses these poor quality waters may
impose on plant growth, yield, and quality. Use of recycled water has considerable
potential as a sustained future-supply of supplemental irrigation water.

a.

Background
In order to address the State of California’s challenges associated with

water shortages, the State Water Resources Control Board’s Recycled Water
Policy was written with the intention to increase the use of the recycled water
for non-potable purposes. As the economy recovers, it is anticipated that
Riverside County will experience significant growth and with growth comes
increased water demands.

Therefore municipal water agencies, such as

those located in Riverside County, are pursuing additional recycled water
uses to ensure water sustainability in this region.

The Riverside County

Water Task Force (Task Force) was formed to address issues related to the
reliability, sustainability, and quality of the water resources within Riverside
County.

The Task Force is comprised of the Riverside County Board of

Supervisors, Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD), Western Municipal
Water District (WMWD), and Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of Southern
California, and several other local governing boards, and local industrial,
irrigation, and nurseries associations.
In Southern California, the citrus growers have routinely used both
potable and non-potable water to irrigate their orchards.

As these water
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users have been approached about potentially transferring to recycled water,
some growers have raised concerns about using the recycled water because
it contains higher concentrations of boron and salts than the water sources
traditionally used. Research suggests that certain elevated concentrations of
boron can injure trees, impact fruit production, and affect fruit quality.
Although boron is a required nutrient for crops, there is a small concentration
range between that level which is considered adequate or optimal for crop
production and that considered toxic. Boron present in any water source can
accumulate in the soils, similar to salinity and minerals.

However, unlike

common salinizing salts, boron has a higher affinity for the soil. Therefore a
lag time exists both in terms of the time it takes boron concentrations to
increase in the soil water and the time and amount of water it takes to reclaim
soils once they become boron-affected.
Studies have shown that citrus is one of the most sensitive crops to
boron and that tolerance varies among citrus species and rootstocks.
However, many of these research studies upon which current water quality
guidelines are based, were conducted over 60 years ago. Although these
studies are scientifically sound and continue to be cited regularly in the
literature, additional studies have been conducted more recently. Therefore a
comprehensive review is needed where older literature is synthesized along
with new published information.

b.

Citrus Irrigation with Municipal Wastewater: Case Studies

Riverside County is not the first region to consider recycled municipal
wastewater for irrigation of citrus. Successful reuse, at least over several
years, has been demonstrated in Egypt, Greece, Israel, Italy, Jordan,
Portugal, Spain, Tunisia, and here in the US (Pereira et al., 2011; Pescod,
1992). Israel is perhaps one of the pioneering countries in use of recycled
water where about 80% of the recycled water is reused for irrigation (Feigin et
al., 1990; Lado et al., 2011) and in Egypt; recycled water was used to irrigate
citrus for up to 60 years without adverse effects on tree growth (Omran et. al.
1988). In Jordan, treated wastewater from the city of Amman’s Al-Samra
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treatment plant is blended with water in the King Talal reservoir and is used
for unrestricted irrigation in the Jordan valley (Grattan, 2000), much of which
is planted to citrus.
In the United States, recycled wastewater has been successfully used
to irrigate citrus (sweet orange and grapefruit) in central Florida for about 25
years. These findings come from an extensive study (Water Conserv II) by
the city of Orlando and surrounding Orange and Lake Counties (Morgan,
2011; Morgan et al 2008).

Despite growers’ initial reluctance to use this

water, not only did this recycled water not affect crop production or quality, it
reduced the fertilizer requirement, including boron.

Even though recycled

water increased tissue Na, Cl, and B levels above that when conventional
water was used, concentrations remained below toxic levels. The success is
largely attributed to well-drained soils and high annual rainfall in Florida (47
inches as compared to 10 inches in Riverside). Both these factors promote
adequate leaching.
Salinity and boron in the recycled water, however, can limit its longterm potential for reuse.

In southern Portugal, young orange trees were

budded on to ‘Troyer Citrange’ rootstock and drip irrigated with treated
wastewater (Costa et al., 2012). The soil was fine textured (silt to clay loam
soil) with a hard pan 3 feet deep. The irrigation water was saline (3.6 dS/m
equivalent to 3.6 mmhos/cm) with a Cl concentration of 923 mg/L and
treatments continued for two years.

The boron concentration was not

indicated in the report but, due to poor soil drainage, the investigators did find
an increase in soil salinity and chloride, which will likely have long-term
impacts. In Murcia Spain, B (0.8 and 1.4 mg/L) and Cl (170 and 221 mg/L)
were limiting constituents for the long-term use of municipal wastewater for
irrigation of lemon (Pedrero and Alcarcón, 2009). In another study in Murcia
with mandarins (Pedrero et al., 2012), trees were irrigated with recycled water
containing 0.6-0.9 mg/L B and had an EC of 3 mmho/cm. Even though tissue
levels were kept below toxic levels, leaf B concentration increased by 75% in
just 2 years. Boron concentrations also increased in citrus leaves in orchards
irrigated with recycled water in southern Spain after three years but remained
below toxic levels due to the short duration of the study (Reboll et al., 2000).
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And in southern Florida, citrus was irrigated with recycled water (0.31 mg B/L)
for 11 years (Pereira et al., 2011). Concentrations of B steadily increased in
leaves over the years at 4.6 mg B/kg dry weight per year even though leaf
concentrations remained far below toxic levels.

However, at this rate of

accumulation, leaf B concentrations would exceed 200 mg B/kg (approaching
the toxic zone) after 30 years. These studies suggest that B, salinity, and Cl
can limit the long-term feasibility of using recycled water to irrigate citrus.

c.

Study Objectives

The intent of this Initial Study is to assess the suitability of recycled
water from WMWD and EMWD for irrigation of citrus with particular reference
to the boron concentration in the water.

Before this can be done, a

comprehensive literature search needs to be conducted to assess the
impacts of boron on citrus. The information gathered in this review is applied
to conditions in Riverside County citrus orchards where recycled water is in
use or being considered. Water quality, including boron concentrations in
both potable and recycled water, will be evaluated taking into consideration
such local conditions as variety/rootstock, soil type, irrigation water quality
and practices and local climate. An assessment will be made regarding the
overall suitability of recycled water for the irrigation of citrus. The assessment
will

emphasize

potential

long-term

impacts

and

will

address

best

management practices needed to optimize recycled water use. This study
will also identify unknowns that exist and provide recommendations for the
next steps to address these gaps.

III.

STUDY APPROACH

This Initial Study presents a technical review memorandum that 1) describes
the general characteristics of the study site, 2) provides a literature review on citrus
response to saline waters with emphasis on boron, 3) evaluates the inorganic water
quality of varying sources of recycled water, 4) provides a long-term assessment of
the impact of recycled water on local citrus growers taking into account citrus
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variety/rootstock, climate, soil type and irrigation practices, 5) provides general
recommendations for best management practices required for orchards transitioning
to recycled water, and 6) identifies potential research gaps where information is
lacking at this time.

IV.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

The study area is defined as the citrus orchards within the service areas of
the Western and Eastern Municipal Water Districts in Riverside County. A general
map was provided by the Task Force that outlines the boundaries of each of the
water districts and the yellow portions within each district represent areas with
known citrus production areas (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The Eastern and Western Municipal Water Districts in Riverside County and delineated
citrus production areas. The known citrus-production areas are represented by the areas marked in
yellow on the map.
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a.

Citrus Types
The vast majority of the citrus in the study area are oranges (Figure 2).

Most of the oranges in the area are ‘Washington Navel’ and ‘Valencia’
(scions) that are grown on ‘Troyer Citrange’ and ‘Sweet Orange’ rootstocks
with some others grown on Cleopatra mandarin (Cook, 1956, 1960; Strauss,
1966; Webber, 1948). The older oranges are primarily grown on the ‘Sweet
orange’ rootstock while those that were planted in the 1950’s and later are
primarily on ‘Troyer Citrange’. Selection of rootstocks is usually based on
scion/rootstock compatibility and disease tolerance, not to tolerance to boron
or chloride (Levy and Syvertsen, 2004). There are some grapefruit planted,
particularly in the Hemet area but those are not irrigated with recycled water
(J. Fricker, personal communication). Because over 95% of the citrus in the
study area that receives (or could potentially receive) recycled water are
oranges (B. Meyer, personal communication), the report will focus on the
feasibility of irrigating oranges, taking into account the dominant scions and
rootstocks in the study area.

Figure 2. An orange grove north of Lake Mathews in Riverside County irrigated with recycled water.
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b.

Soil Types

The soil types in the study area were evaluated using the on-line soilweb access site produced by the California Soil Resource Lab at University of
California at Davis http://casoilresource.lawr.ucdavis.edu/soilweb/.

This

website provides detailed soil survey descriptions of the soils in the area that
was originally produced in printed form by the USDA-National Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS). By identifying the citrus production areas on
the map (Figure 1), I was able to identify the major soil types in the study
area. Within each of the citrus production areas in both districts, there are a
number of dominant soil types in the study area (see Table 1a,b).
Interestingly, essentially all the soils at least within the top foot were
characterized as loams or coarser textured soils. Soils of this textural class
range are the preferred type for citrus production.
Table 1a. General soil types and characteristics in the WMWD as described by the soil web.
NRCS Soil Name

Drainage Class

Restricting Layer Depth*

Arlington Loam

Well drained

24 inches

Buren Loam

Moderately well drained

36 inches

Cajalco Fine Sandy Loam

Well drained

30 inches

Cieneba Sandy Loam

Well drained

14 inches

Fallbrook Fine Sandy Loam

Well drained

24 inches

Las Posas Loam

Well drained

32 inches

Vista Coarse Sandy Loam

Well drained

24 inches

Table 1b. General soil types and characteristics in the EMWD as described by the soil web.
Areas

NRCS Soil Name

Drainage Class

Restricting Layer Depth*

Hemet

Hanford Coarse Sandy Loam

Well drained

None

Hemet

Metz Loamy Fine Sand

Moderately well drained

None

Hemet

Ramona Sandy Loam

Well drained

None

Hemet

San Emigdio Fine Sandy Loam

Well drained

None

Riverside

Ramona Sandy Loam

Well drained

None

Riverside

San Emigdio Loam

Well drained

None

*Restricting layer indicates that there is a dramatic reduction in the saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, Ks,
(ability of soil to transmit water) as the soil transitions in textural class with depth.
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One characteristic difference among soils in different locations was
that citrus-orchard soils in the EMWD near Hemet (Table 1b) were generally
coarser in texture than those in the WMWD. Soils in the Hemet area ranged
from fine sandy loams to loamy sands. The soils are very well drained and
there are no layers within the soil profile that restrict water movement. With
the exception of the lower water holding capacity requiring frequent
irrigations, the physical conditions of the soils appear very suitable for citrus
production. Other soils in the EMWD were also fairly coarse-textured and
drain well, which is suitable for citrus production and leaching. The only
exception was the soil type near Barton road, south of Van Buren on the
border with WMWD, which was characteristic of soils north of Lake Mathews.
Soils in the WMWD north of Lake Mathews and by the University share
a common feature that makes irrigation with poorer quality water more
challenging.

Soils in this area generally had abrupt changes in texture

anywhere between the 1 and 3-foot depths. NRCS soil reports describe this
transitional zone as a weakly cemented layer, often with high clay content and
a much lower saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks). The Ks is a constant that
describes the soils ability to transmit water and its numerical value varies from
soil type to soil type. The soil survey indicates that there is a very large
reduction in Ks for the finer textured sub soils. Even though the soils at these
sites are described as well drained to moderately well drained, water
movement from the top soil layer to these finer textured sub-soils impede
drainage and provide a condition where salinity and boron could accumulate
to potentially damaging levels more than if such a layer was not present.
c.

Irrigation Methods
The oranges in the study area are dominantly irrigated by mini-

sprinklers (Figure 3). When operated and managed correctly, mini-sprinklers
are an effective way to irrigate tree crops. For this to occur, the system needs
to be designed properly with the right specifications including the right
filtration system.

Such a well-designed and well-maintained low-pressure

irrigation method allows for the uniform distribution of applied water across
the orchard. Micro-irrigation systems such as these apply small amounts of
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water frequently to reduce surface runoff.

Moreover, such a frequent

irrigation method minimizes tree water stress and keeps the soil water content
in the root zone high and concentrations of salts and specific ions in the
active root zone low.

Figure 3. Mini-sprinklers used to irrigate citrus in groves north of Lake Mathews.
d.

Climatic Conditions
Riverside County enjoys a semi-arid climate with hot, dry summers and

cool, wet winters. In the summer, the average high temperatures are in the
low 90’s F while in the winter, the average high temperatures are in the upper
60’s F. Most of the rain falls during the winter and early spring and the
average annual rainfall is about 10-11 inches. Because of the Mediterranean
climate, the evaporative demand exceeds the rainfall during the summer,
requiring irrigation to grow crops. The reference evapotranspiration (ETo) is
an indicator of the evaporative demand and estimates the water requirement
of a cool season grass under that particular set of climatic conditions (DWR
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CIMIS). In order to estimate the water use of citrus for different times of the
year, a crop coefficient (Kc) is used that relates ETo to citrus water use. The
Kc for citrus is 0.65 and the average monthly ETo values for the Riverside
area are listed in Table 2 (Hanson et al., 1999). These data indicate that a
mature, healthy citrus orchard in Riverside County requires about 37 acinches/ac of water on an average year.
Table 2. Estimated crop water requirement of citrus in Riverside County (acre-inches/acre)
(Hanson et al., 1999)
Month

Monthly Reference
Evapotranspiration
1
(ETo)

Crop coefficient
2
(Kc)

Monthly Citrus Water
3
Use (ETc)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

2.49
0.65
1.62
2.91
0.65
1.90
4.16
0.65
2.70
5.27
0.65
3.43
5.94
0.65
3.87
6.56
0.65
4.33
7.22
0.65
4.69
6.92
0.65
4.50
5.35
0.65
3.48
4.05
0.65
2.63
2.94
0.65
1.92
2.56
0.65
1.66
Totals:
56.4
36.7 ac-in/ac
1. ETo is total estimated reference evapotranspiration (ET from a full cover of evenly cut cool season grass). The value
takes into account weather factors such as net radiation, relative humidity, temperature, and wind speed.
2. Kc is the crop coefficient; a crop factor that relates reference ETo to crop ETc.
3. ETc is the water use of citrus (ETc = ETo x Kc).

The semi-arid conditions in Riverside County provide a good climate
for growing citrus.

However to be productive, the orchards need

supplemental water during the late spring, summer and fall months.

The

quality of irrigation water used can have a large influence of the success of
using recycled water.

V.

LITERATURE REVIEW

All irrigation water contains inorganic constituents, primarily dissolved salts,
but these salts vary in both concentration and composition. The major constituents
19

that make of dissolved salts are the cations, which include sodium (Na +), calcium
(Ca2+) and magnesium (Mg2+), and anions, which include chloride (Cl-), sulfate
(SO42-) and bicarbonate (HCO3-). There are other important constituents as well but
they exist in concentrations much lower than these main ions.

One of the

constituents in irrigation water that exists at much lower concentrations is boron (B)
where irrigation waters typically are less than 1 mg/L (1 part per million, ppm), but
can exceed several ppm in some areas. Unless the pH of the water is high, the
majority of B exists in the water as boric acid (B(OH)3). It is in this undissociated
form that most of the boron is absorbed by the roots.
Although the majority of the constituents mentioned above are required
nutrients by the crop, they can be growth limiting when concentrations in the root
zone exceed critical levels. These critical levels vary among crops. Boron is of
particular concern because the concentration difference between what is required for
optimal crop and what is considered toxic is very small.
In order to provide a thorough assessment of the treated effluent waters from
EMWD and WMWD and their potential suitability for irrigation of citrus, the water
quality parameters that can potentially be detrimental to the crop need to be
discussed individually first. This first step is critical because the overall suitability of
boron in the recycled irrigation-water can be dependent upon the overall effluent
chemistry, including the salinity, toxic ion concentrations, and the sodium adsorption
ratio (SAR). The sensitivity of citrus to boron is directly and indirectly related to other
water quality parameters.

a.

Salinity versus Sodicity

There is a clear distinction between salinity and sodicity—the former
being related to salt concentration and the latter to salt composition. Salinity
refers to the concentration of salts in the irrigation water or soil that is
sufficiently high to adversely affect crop yields or crop quality. The salinity of
the water is usually assessed by its specific conductance or electrical
conductivity (EC). Salt concentration and EC are linear-related; at least for
the concentration range described in this report; the higher the salt
concentration, the higher the EC. Adverse responses by the tree are caused
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by both high concentrations of salts that lower the osmotic potential of the soil
solution (i.e., osmotic effects) and by high concentrations of specific ions such
as Cl-, Na+ and B that can cause specific injury to the tree (i.e., specific-ion
effects). Sodicity, on the other hand, is related to the proportion of Na + in the
water, or adsorbed to the soil particles, relative to Ca2+ and Mg2+. Sodicity
can contribute to the deterioration of soil physical properties, which can
indirectly affect plants via crusting, reduced infiltration, increased soil
strength, and reduced aeration resulting in anoxic conditions for roots. With
reduced infiltration, salts and boron can accumulate in the root zone.
Sodicity has been described in different ways (Jurinak and Suarez
1990).

The sodicity of soil is characterized by the exchangeable sodium

percentage (ESP).

The ESP is the percentage of the cation exchange

capacity occupied by Na+. The sodicity of the water, on the other hand, is a
measure of the sodium adsorption ratio (SAR). SAR is defined as:

Na
SAR =
(Ca + Mg )
+

2+

(Equation 1)

2+

where concentrations of all cations are molarities. The ESP and SAR are
related to one another and, for most practical purposes, are numerically
equivalent in the range of 3 to 30 (USDA Handbook 60, 1954).
Sodic soil conditions affect almost all crops because of the
deterioration of soil physical conditions.

Dispersion of soil aggregates in

sodic soils decreases soil permeability to water and air, thereby reducing
plant growth. The deterioration of physical conditions of the soil depends
upon the sodium adsorption ratio (SAR) and the electrical conductivity of the
water (ECw). Figure 4 shows the relationship between the SAR and ECw of
the irrigation water (Hanson et al., 2006).

Irrigation water with both low

salinity (e.g. low ECw) and high SAR is particularly problematic (see the red
zone). On the other hand, water with low SAR and high salinity has better
infiltration (see the blue zone), even though the higher salt concentration
could damage the trees.

Therefore, water infiltration rates decrease with
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decreasing soil salinity and with increasing exchangeable Na +, or sodicity
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Relationship between the salinity (EC) and sodicity (SAR) of the irrigation water and its
potential effects on water infiltration in the soil (Adapted from Hanson et al., 2006).
These processes occur due to the combination of clay swelling and
instability of soil aggregates. In addition, clay movement and deposition into
soil pores reduces the fraction of large pores in the soil. Large-pore-size
distribution is important for water movement, adequate drainage, and proper
aeration.
More than half a century ago, researchers assigned numerical values
to soils classifying them as either saline and/or sodic (USDA Handbook 60,
1954).

Historically, soils were considered “saline” when the electrical

conductivity (EC) of the saturated soil extract exceeded 4 dS/m at 25 C, and
were classified as “sodic” when the ESP exceeded 15.

Because these

definitions are different, a soil could be classified as saline, sodic, salinesodic, or non-saline/non-sodic.

Since that time, much has been learned
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about the many factors affecting crop response to salinity and differences in
sensitivity to salinity among crop species (Läuchli and Grattan 2012a).
Similarly, much has been learned about the complexities of soil mineralogy,
clay content, organic matter, and ionic strength and composition of irrigation
waters on aggregate stability and soil physical conditions (Jurinak and Suarez
1990). As such, those historical values for classifying soils are no longer valid
because many other factors must be considered to assess whether irrigation
water can have negative impacts on crops or soils.

b.

Crop Tolerance to Salinity and Specific Ions

Citrus responds not only to salinity but to specific particular
constituents in the water as well (Ferguson and Grattan, 2005; Läuchli and
Grattan, 2012a). Researchers have therefore classified these responses to
salinity as either ‘osmotic’ or “specific ion” effects.

Osmotic effects occur

because of the concentration of salt in the soil solution, with no particular
reference to the kind of salts present. Therefore fertilizer salts can suppress
citrus growth as can table salt. Specific ion effects, on the other hand, occur
due to specific ions (i.e. Cl, Na and/or B) that accumulate in the plant causing
visual injury.

Although it is difficult to quantify the contribution of growth

suppression by either ‘osmotic’ or ‘specific ion’ effects, researchers have
found growth suppression in citrus without observing injury symptoms.
Therefore it is generally believed that ‘osmotic’ effects are the dominant
growth suppressing effect (Dasberg et al., 1991; Maas, 1993). Nevertheless,
salinity is cumulative (Levy and Syvertsen, 2004) and ion toxicity can become
the dominant stress over the long-term.

i.

Crop Salt Tolerance

The most common whole-plant response to salt stress is a
general stunting of growth.

This is an osmotic effect.

As salt

concentration in the root zone increases above a threshold level, both
the growth rate and ultimate yield of the crop progressively decrease.
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However, the threshold and the rate of growth reduction vary widely
among different crop species.
Crop salt tolerance is defined differently depending upon the
intended use and value of the plant. In the context of this report, the
definition of salt tolerance is based on citrus’s ability to maintain yield
with increased salinity. The salt tolerance of citrus can be described
as a function of yield decline across a range of salt concentrations
(Maas and Grattan 1999; Grieve et al., 2012) (Figure 5). Salt tolerance
can be adequately measured on the basis of two parameters: 1) a
“threshold” parameter (ECt) which is the maximum root zone salinity
(described as electrical conductivity of the saturated soil extract, ECe)
that the crop can tolerate above which yields decline and 2) the “slope”
which describes the rate by which yields decline with increased soil
salinity beyond the ‘threshold’.

Slope is simply the percentage of

expected yield reduction per unit increase in salinity above the
threshold value.

Figure 5. Relative crop yield (or yield potential) as a function of average rootzone salinity (ECe)
grouped according relative tolerance or sensitivity to salinity (Adapted from Maas and Grattan, 1999;
Maas and Hoffman, 1977). The yellow, orange and green lines indicate the response curves for lemon,
orange and grapefruit, respectively.
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For soil salinities exceeding the threshold of any given crop,
relative yield (Yr) or "yield potential" can be estimated using the
following expression:

Yr (%) = 100 -b(ECe - a)
Where a = the ‘salinity threshold’ soil salinity value expressed in
dS/m; b = the ‘slope’ expressed in % yield decline per dS/m; and ECe
= average rootzone salinity in the saturated soil extract. The most
current up-to-date listing of specific values for "a" and "b", called
“salinity coefficients”, are found in a publication by Grieve et al. (2012).
The greater the threshold value and lower the slope, the greater the
salt tolerance.
Table 3. Salt tolerance of citrus. † Adapted from Grieve et al., (2012)
Crop

Common Name

Salt Tolerance Parameters

‡

Botanical Name

Tolerance
Based on:

Threshold
§

“a”

(ECe)

Slope
“b”

Rating

Citrus x paradisi
Grapefruit

Macfady.

Fruit yield

1.2

13.5

S

Lemon

Citrus limon (L.) Burm.f.

Fruit yield

1.5

12.8

S
*

Citrus aurantiifolia
Lime

S

(Christm.) Swingle

--

--

Shoot growth

--

--

S

Fruit yield

1.3

13.1

S

Foliar injury

--

--

S

Mandarin Orange;
Tangerine

Citrus reticulata Blanco

*

Citrus sinensis (L.)

†

Orange

Osbeck

Pummelo

Citrus maxima (Burm.)

*

These values serve only as a guideline to relative tolerances among crops. Absolute tolerances vary,
depending upon climate, soil conditions, and cultural practices. The data are applicable when rootstocks are
used that do not accumulate Na+ or Cl- rapidly or when these ions do not predominate in the soil.
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There is some information in the literature that adequtely
describes the “a” and “b” values for citrus. Table 3 provides the most
recent salinity coefficients for citrus. For example orange has a soil
salinity threshold of 1.3 and a slope of 13.1. The yield potential of this
crop would be described as
Yr (%) = 100 -13.1(ECe – 1.3).

Therefore if the average rootzone salinity (ECe) was 3.0 dS/m,
then the yield potential for orange would be about 78%. Note though
that this yield potential estimate is based on osmotic effects only and
that specific ion toxicities due to sodium, chloride or boron, if they were
to occur, would reduce the yield potential even more (Maas, 1993).
There is considerable uncertainty regarding the yield-threshold
soil-salinity values. The salinity coefficients (yield threshold and slope
values) for the slope-threshold model introduced by Maas and Hoffman
(1977) are now determined by non-linear least-squares statistical fitting
that determines the slope and threshold values from a particular
experimental dataset. Despite careful control of salinity and all other
important variables related to plant yield in salt tolerance trials, for
many crops the standard errors associated with the threshold values
can be 50 to 100% percent of the best-fit threshold value.
Nevertheless for citrus, threshold (a) and slope (b) values are not that
different and these relationships for lemon, orange and grapefruit are
plotted in Figure 5. Even in field studies where the threshold value is
lower, the slope is also lower such that the impact from salinity is about
the same.

For example in a study by Bingham et al. (1974) as

reported by Maas (1993), the yield threshold for ‘Valencia’ orange on
‘Troyer Citrange’ rootstock was 0.9 and the slope was 11.8. Therefore
if the root zone salinity were 3.0 dS/m, the yield potential would be
75%, similar to the example above.
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ii.

Relationship Between Water and Soil Salinity

In order to effectively use these salt tolerance tables, a
relationship between irrigation water salinity and soil salinity needs to
be developed. Such relationships have been developed (Ayers and
Westcot, 1985) based on assumed leaching fractions. The leaching
fraction (LF) is defined as the fraction (or percentage) of infiltrated
irrigation water that drains below the rootzone. For example if 4 acinches/acre of water is applied to the orchard and 1 ac-inch/acre drains
below the rootzone, the LF would be 0.25. For a particular quality
water, as the leaching fraction increases, the average salinty in the
crop rootzone will be less. Conversely, lower leaching fractions will
lead to higher soil salinities.
Relationships between ECw (electrical conductivity in the
irrigation water) and ECe (average rootzone salinity expressed as the
EC of the saturated soil extract) were developed by Ayers and Westcot
(1985) assuming a steady-state leaching fraction. They developed the
relationship ECe = 1.5 (ECw) as the relationship between water salinity
and soil salinity using a reasonable leaching fraction of 15-20% based
on conventional irrigation methods (i.e. surface irrigation such as flood
or furrow irrigation) where irrigations are less frequent than those using
drip or micro-sprinklers. This has since been adopted as the standard
by which water quality is assessed. When the crop salinity threshold is
substituted in for the ECe value, the ECw can be calculated indicating
the maximal salinity the irrigation water can be to achieve the full yield
potential of a crop, given this leaching-fraction (LF). This relationship
assumes continuous steay-state water flow through the root zone and
does not account for rainfall or other site-specific conditons. Hence,
this estimate is often considered too conservative (Letey et al., 2011).
Similar relationships have also been developed with highfrequency irrigation, the method used by citrus growers in Riverside
County (Figure 6). In this instance, the salinity of the irrigation water
(ECw) is related to the average rootzone salinity (ECe). Note that as
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the LF increases, the slope of this relationship decreases. For
example, if a leaching fraction of 10% could be maintained using minisprinklers using an ECw of 1.0 dS/m, the average rootzone salinty
would be 1.3 dS/m. Under conventional irrigation, this same water and
leaching fraction would produce an ECe considerably higher. The
difference between the high frequency and conventional methods is
that the average rootzone soil salinity is calculated differently.

For

conventional irrigation, the average rootzone salinity is the simple
average of the ECe in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and bottom quarters of the
rootzone. For high frequency, the average rootzone salinity for the 4
rootzone quarters are weighted based on water uptake; where the
water uptake for the top, second, third and bottom quarters are
assumed to be 40, 30, 20 and 10%, respectively. Therefore salinity in
the upper quarter has 4 times the weight as that in the bottom quarter.
High frequency drip and mini-sprinkler irrigation will allow poorer
quality waters to be used than could be used by other irrigation
methods. Caution is advised because reclamation leaching may be
needed at some point to leach salts, or boron, from the rootzone during
winter months.

Figure 6. Relationships between EC of the irrigation water and the average ECe of the
rootzone under high frequency irrigation (i.e. drip and mini-sprinklers) (Hanson et al., 2006).
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More recent studies have shown that the ECw and ECe
relations described by Ayers and Westcot (1985), which are based on
steady-state conditions, tend to be too conservative and overestimate
soil salinity and therefore overestimate yield losses is most cases
(Letey et al., 2011).

This panel of scientists who co-authored this

paper suggest that transient-state models more accurately predict soil
salinity; and therefore soil Cl and B as well. However these transient
models are complex. For simplicity, the high-frequency steady-state
method described above is used for this report for relating salt and
boron content in the irrigation water to that in the soil water.

iii.

Specific Ion Toxicity

Certain constituents by themselves can also be toxic to the
plant. For citrus, these constituents are boron, chloride and in some
instances sodium.

These elements can be absorbed from the soil

solution by the tree roots, transported to the shoot and concentrated in
the leaves. If the concentrations in the tissue exceed critical levels,
injury can occur. When specific ion toxicities occur, the effects on yield
are generally additive with the growth suppressive effects of osmotic
stress; yet the growth-reducing contributions of each are difficult to
quantify (Maas and Grattan, 1999).

The additive effect can be

attributed to leaf damage and defoliation, which further reduces the
photosynthesizing area of a salt-stunted plant canopy.
It has been known for decades that citrus rootstocks differ in
their ability of absorb and transport these potentially toxic constituents
to their shoots (Cooper and Peynado, 1959; Haas, 1945; Levy and
Syvertsen, 2004). Therefore tolerance to salinity in the long term is
based on their ability to restrict the accumulation of these constituents
in their leaves.

Because different cultivars and rootstocks absorb

these constituents at different rates, considerable variation in tolerance
may occur within an individual species. It is important to note that
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inasmuch as rootstocks differ in tolerance to specific ions, rootstock
selection historically has been based on selection for dwarfing and
disease tolerances (Levy and Syvertsen, 2004), not tolerances to Na,
Cl or B.
In the absence of specific-ion effects, the salt tolerance of citrus,
like that of herbaceous crops, can be expressed as a function of the
concentration of total soluble salts or osmotic potential of the soil
solution (Figure 5). One could expect this response to be obtained for
those cultivars and rootstocks that restrict or at least minimize the
uptake of Cl-, B and Na+. The salt tolerance data given in Table 3 for
citrus are believed to be reasonably accurate in the absence of
specific-ion toxicities. Because of the cost and time required to obtain
fruit yields for extended periods of time (i.e. multiple years), studies
that evaluate tolerances of woody crops over extended periods (e.g. >
5 yrs.), are few in number. In contrast to other crops, most woody treecrops including citrus tend to be salt sensitive, even in the absence of
specific-ion effects.

As time under exposure to salts increased,

however, tolerance may decline due to progressive toxic levels of Cl-,
B, and Na+ that have accumulated in leaves.

1.

Citrus Tolerance to Sodium

Sodium is not considered an essential element for citrus
but at concentrations above the threshold, Na+ can have both
direct and indirect detrimental effects on plants. Na+ injury on
citrus is rather widespread and can occur at Na+ concentrations
as low as 5 mol m-3 (115 mg/L) in soil water (Bernstein et al.
1956). Direct effects are caused by the accumulation of toxic
levels of Na+.

Visual injury to leaves can become apparent

+

when the Na concentrations in the leaves reach 0.1-0.25% dry
wt. (Chapman, 1968a, b).

The ability of a tree to tolerate

excessive amounts of Na+ varies widely among citrus
rootstocks. Table 4 lists citrus rootstocks ranked in order of
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decreasing ability to restrict sodium accumulation in scion.
Therefore those on the top of the list are most tolerant.
Table 4. Citrus rootstocks ranked in order of decreasing ability to restrict sodium accumulation
in scion (adapted from Maas, 1993: Boman and Stover, 2008).

Citrus Rootstock

Tolerance Ranking
Most Tolerant

Sour Orange
Cleopatra Mandarin
Rusk Citrange
Rough Lemon
Rangpur Lime
Sweet Orange
Cuban Shaddock
Savage Citrange
Citrumelo 4475
Troyer Citrange
Sunki Mandarin
Grapefruit
Sampson Tangelo
Ponkan Mandarin

Least Tolerant

Calamondin

Indirect effects due to high Na+ include both nutritional
imbalance and impairment of soil physical conditions.

The

nutritional effects of Na+ are not simply related to the
exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) of soils, but depend
upon the concentrations of Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ in the soil
solution.

In

sodic,

nonsaline

soils,

total

soluble

salt

concentrations are low and, consequently, Ca2+ and/or Mg2+
concentrations are often nutritionally inadequate.

These

deficiencies, rather than Na+ toxicity per se, are sometimes the
cause of poor plant growth. Furthermore, since Na+ uptake by
plants is strongly regulated by Ca2+ in the soil solution, the
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presence of sufficient Ca2+ is essential to prevent the
accumulation of toxic levels of Na+. For example additions of
Ca2+ substantially reduced Na and Cl accumulation in ‘Naval
orange’ budded on either ‘Troyer Citrange’ or ‘Cleopatra
Mandarin’ rootstocks (Maas, 1993).

Sufficient Ca2+ is

particularly important with Na+-sensitive woody crops. As a
general guide, Ca2+ and Mg2+ concentrations in the soil solution
above 1 mol m-3 (40 and 24 mg/L, respectively) each are
nutritionally adequate in non-saline, sodic soils (Grieve et al.,
2012). In Florida, gypsum application has been found to reduce
Na’s deleterious effect and improve growth in areas where
salinity is problematic (Boman et al., 2008b).

With sufficient

levels of Ca2+ in the soil solution, it is unlikely that 115 mg/L Na+
will produce injury to citrus.
Poorly structured soils also result in prolonged saturated
environments,

encouraging

root

disease.

Some

citrus

rootstocks, including ‘Troyer Citrange’, are sensitive to such
poorly drained conditions (Bitters, 1986).

Therefore, yield

reductions in citrus that are indirectly related to Na+ generally
reflect the combined effects of nutritional problems and
problems associated with impaired soil physical conditions.

2.

Citrus Tolerance to Chloride

Chloride is an essential micronutrient for plants but most
tree crops, including citrus, are susceptible to Cl- toxicity, which
varies among rootstocks. These differences usually reflect the
plant’s ability to restrict Cl- translocation from the roots to the
shoots or scions.

Salt tolerance of avocado, grapefruit, and

orange is closely related to the Cl- accumulation properties of
the rootstocks (Cooper et al., 1951, Cooper, 1961). In fact, Cltoxicity can eventually overshadow citrus’s general response to
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salinity (refer to Figure 5), particularly in those rootstocks when
Cl is not excluded from the scion (Shalhevet and Levy, 1990).
If the leaves accumulate too much Cl-, toxicity can
appear. Toxicity symptoms can appear on citrus leaves when
concentrations in the leaf reach or exceed 1% Cl-on a dry
weight bases (Chapman 1968a,b). Because Cl- is not mobile in
most plants, toxicity will appear on the margins and tips of older
leaves first.

Injury first shows up as chlorosis (yellowing) or

bleaching in between the veins of the oldest leaves, as
chorophyll is lost from the tissue (Bernstein, 1969; Levy and
Syvertsen, 2004). Eventually, bronzing of the injured area can
occur as Cl- continues to accumulate and injury is more
pronounced on sun-exposed leaves. As injury becomes more
acute, symptoms will progressively advance to younger tissue
and trees may shed severely injured older leaves.
If the Cl- concentration in the irrigation water is too high
and/or leaching is too low, Cl- in the soil water can increase to a
level where Cl- injury can occur.

The maximum Cl-

concentration in the irrigation water before injury occurs is 152
mg /L (Levy and Syvertsen, 2004). This, however, is somewhat
lower than the upper limit provided by Ayers and Westcot (1985)
in FAO 29 where they report a maximum tolerable concentration
of 238 mg/L for the most sensitive rootstock.

Levy and

Syvertsen (2004) suggest that differences in tolerances among
rootstocks may be due to the growth of the scion.

They

emphasize that citrus rootstocks with low growth vigor have
good Cl tolerance whereas those with good vigor have low Cl
tolerance. In addition, an adequate supply of calcium to the root
zone helps minimize chloride toxicity (Maas, 1993; Zekri and
Parsons, 1992).

FAO 29 estimates the maximum Cl-

concentration in the irrigation water based on the published
tolerance limits of Cl- in the soil water.

Table 5 lists the

maximum Cl- concentrations permissible in the soil water that do
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not cause leaf injury in particular citrus rootstocks. To convert
between Cl- concentrations in the soil water (Clss) and irrigation
water (Clw), Ayers and Westcot (1985) assume that the Cl- in
the soil water is about twice that in the saturated soil paste. And
they assume that based on a leaching fraction of 15-20% and a
root water uptake pattern of 40-30-20-10% for descending root
zone quarters, the Cl- in the saturate paste is about 1.5 times
that in the irrigation water. Therefore Clw = Clss/3, which is
again a conservative estimate (Letey et al., 2011).
cases,

however,

the

osmotic

threshold

(i.e.

In some
total

salt

concentration in the soil solution) may be exceeded so that yield
is decreased without obvious injury. The list is by no means
complete and most popular rootstocks are not listed because
quantitative data are not available.

Nevertheless, ‘Troyer

citrange’ and ‘Sweet orange’ dominant rootstocks in the study
area are ranked as the most sensitive to Cl- toxicity where the
maximum concentration they can tolerate in the soil water is 710
mg/L.
Table 5. Chloride-tolerance limits of citrus rootstocks. Adapted from Maas and Grattan (1999);
Bowman and Stover (2008).
-

Maximum Permissible Cl in
Crop

Rootstock or Cultivar

Soil Water without Leaf Injury†
(mg/L)

Citrus (Citrus sp.)

†

Sunki Mandarin, Grapefruit

1770

Cleopatra Mandarin, Rangpur Lime

1700

Sampson Tangelo, Rough Lemon

1070

Sour Orange, Ponkan Mandarin

1070

Citrumelo 4475, Trifoliate Orange

710

Cuban Shaddock, Sweet Lemon

710

Calamondim

710

Sweet Orange, Sweet Lemon

710

Savage Citrange, Rusk Citrange

710

Troyer Citrange, Carrizo Citrange

710

For some crops, these concentrations may exceed the osmotic threshold and cause some yield reduction.
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For some tree crops, including citrus, yield losses from
osmotic stress can be significant before foliar injury is apparent.
Reports that citrus yield reductions occur without excessive
accumulations of Cl- or Na+ and without any apparent toxicity
symptoms indicate that the dominant effect is osmotic (Maas
and Grattan, 1999).

However, salts tend to accumulate in

woody tissues over several years before toxic symptoms
appear; consequently, the effects of leaf injury and loss can
occur dramatically when the salts accumulate in the leaves. In
these instances, tree tolerance to salinity may decrease over
the years as injury caused by specific-ion toxicities becomes
more acute.

3.

Citrus Tolerance to Boron

As

indicated

earlier,

boron

(B)

is

an

essential

micronutrient for plants and the optimum concentration range,
between that which is considered essential and that which is
considered toxic, is very narrow. Although originally assumed
that boron uptake by plant roots was an exclusively passive
process, new research has shown that boron uptake by plants
occurs by 1) passive diffusion across the cell membrane 2)
facilitated transport through major intrinsic proteins in the
membrane and 3) energy-dependent transport through a high
affinity uptake system (Dannel et al., 2002; Takano et al., 2008).
It also appears that genetic variation accounts for the
differences in plants for absorbing and transporting B (Nable et
al., 1997).
thinner,

Excess boron is known to make citrus leaves

reduce

photosynthesis

by

chlorophyll
damaging

content

and

to

thylakoid

structure

reduce
in

the

chloroplasts (Chen et al., 2012; Papadakis et al., 2004a,b).
Although root exclusion of B to the shoot is a key tolerance
mechanism, an internal mechanism allowing citrus leaves to
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tolerate a higher concentration of boron also exists (Chen et al.,
2012; Nable et al., 1997).

For example calcium nitrate

applications reduced B toxicity symptoms in citrus even though
it did not reduce the leaf B concentration (Cooper and Peynado,
1959).

Others have suggested that B tolerant plants can

redistribute B from the intracellular space where it is toxic to the
cell wall space outside the cell where B is less toxic (Reid and
Fitzpatrick, 2009). The form by which boron exists inside the
tissue may also be important where soluble B species may be
more damaging that insoluble species (Läuchli and Grattan,
2012b). Even though research over the past few decades has
improved our understanding of B toxicity, basic fundamental
mechanisms of why excess B is toxic are still lacking (Brown et
al., 2002; Brown and Shelp, 1997).
Various criteria have been proposed to define levels that
are necessary for adequate B nutrition, and yet low enough to
avoid B toxicity symptoms, plant injury, and subsequent yield
reduction (Ayers and Westcot, 1985; Gupta et al. 1985). Boron
deficiency is more widespread than B toxicity, particularly in
humid climates, whereas excess B toxicity tends to be more of a
concern in arid environments. Like salt tolerance, B tolerance
fluctuates with climate, soil conditions, and plant variety;
therefore the tolerance guidelines may not apply to all cultural
conditions. Because different rootstocks of citrus absorb B at
different rates, tolerance will likely be improved by using
rootstocks that restrict B uptake.
Much of the existing B tolerance data for citrus were
obtained from experiments conducted during the 1920’s and
1930’s by Haas (1929) and Eaton (1944). These data provided
threshold tolerance limits for more than 40 different crops.
While very useful, Eaton’s experimental data cannot be fitted to
any reliable growth–response function for most crops like those
for salinity in Figure 5.

The thresholds indicate maximum
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permissible concentrations in the soil water where foliar injury
occurs and is not related to fruit yield or quality.

Table 6

contains the B tolerance limits for avocado and citrus. These
limits indicate that orange and grapefruit can only tolerate 0.50.75 mg/L of B in the soil water because injury occurs. Lemon,
on

the

other

hand,

can

be

injured

when

soil

water

concentrations are less than 0.5 mg/L. It is therefore one of the
most sensitive crops to boron toxicity. There are no new studies
that have been conducted recently that would indicate that
these tolerance ranges need to be adjusted.
Table 6. Boron tolerance limits for citrus and avocado. Maximum permissible B concentration in soil
water without yield reduction. Boron tolerances may vary, depending upon climate, soil conditions,
and crop varieties. Adapted from Grieve et al. (2012).
Boron Tolerance Parameters and
Crop

Maximum Tolerable Concentration
(mg/L) ‡

Avocado

Persea americana Mill.

Foliar injury

0.5 -0.75

S

Grapefruit

Citrus x paradisi Macfady.

Foliar injury

0.5-0.75

S

Lemon

Citrus limon (L.) Burm. f.

Foliar injury, Plant DW

< 0.5

VS

Orange

Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck

Foliar injury

0.5-0.75

S

‡The

B tolerance ratings are based on the following threshold concentration ranges: < 0.5 g m-3 very sensitive
(VS) and 0.5-1.0 sensitive (S).

While these data provide limits for foliar injury, this may
not necessary translate to yield losses. Dr. Chapman, who was
acquainted with the nutritional aspects of citrus orchards in
Riverside for decades, indicated that where mild symptoms of
excess boron did occur on trees, it did not appear to have
affected the yield, size or quality of the fruit (Chapman 1968a,b).
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c.

Leaf Boron Concentrations and Toxicity

Boron is an element that can accumulate in leaf tissues to toxic levels.
Chapman (1968a, b) suggests that typically B injury occurs when leaf
concentrations exceed 250-300 mg/kg dry wt.

However the absolute

concentration of boron in the tissue is not a very good indicator of toxicity
(Nable et al., 1997).

Factors other than total boron concentration are

responsible for development of toxic symptoms such as solubility, partitioning,
and species of boron in the plant tissue. And, weather conditions may affect
the degree of injury. For example, a certain concentration may be high in the
tissue but injury may not be evident until a hot, dry day (Maas and Grattan,
1999).

Nevertheless, guidelines provided by Chapman (1968a,b) suggest

that citrus is deficient in boron when leaf concentrations are at or below 15-25
mg/kg dry wt. while are in the normal range when concentrations are within
30-100 mg/kg dry wt. On the other hand, boron can become toxic at higher
tissue concentrations.

Slight to moderate injury, pronounced injury, and

severe toxicity tend to fall in the ranges of 100-300, 200-500 and 500-2,400
mg/kg dry weight, respectively.

In general, the critical leaf boron

concentration when B toxicity occurs falls in the 250-260 mg/kg dry weight
range, according to Embleton et al, (1973) and Labanauskas and Bitters
(1974).
Eaton and Wilcox (1939) collected paired soil samples and lemon leaf
samples from 38 lemon orchards in the San Fernando Valley in 1931 and
1936. Figure 7 shows the relationship between boron in the soil solution, Bss
(water content between field capacity and saturation), and leaf boron
concentration (mg/kg dry weight) based on data in their manuscript.

The

concentration of boron in the irrigation water, averaged over 9 years, for Los
Angeles aqueduct water and Mission well water was 0.63-0.77 mg B/L and
0.31 mg B/L, respectively. The average concentrations in the soil solutions
ranged from 0.25 to 1.93. The average leaf boron concentration where no
injury was observed was 253 mg/kg (dry weight). According to the regression
formula in Figure 7, the maximum Bss where no injury was observed was
0.52 mg/L. This suggests that the maximum concentration of boron in the soil
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solution that lemons can tolerate is 0.52, which is close to the reported
guidelines of <0.5 mg/L. Regardless, lemons are the most sensitive citrus
type to excess boron.

Figure 7. Boron concentration in lemon leaves as a function of the boron concentration in the soil
solution. Data collected from 38 lemon orchards in San Fernando Valley in 1931 and 1936 (Data from
Eaton and Wilcox, 1939).
d.

Boron Injury Symptoms

The characteristics of boron injury are crop specific and are related to
plant’s ability to mobilize this element (Brown and Shelp, 1997). Although in
most plant species B is thought to be immobile, accumulating in the margins
and tips of the oldest leaves, B can be remobilized by some species. These
B-mobile plants have high concentrations of polyols (sugar alcohols) that bind
with the B and allow it to be mobilized in the shoot.
almond, apple, grape, and most stonefruits.

Examples include

For these crops, B

concentrations are higher in younger tissue than in older tissue and injury is
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expressed in the young, developing tissue. This likely explains symptoms
such as reduced bud formation and twig dieback.

Boron-immobile plants

such as citrus, pistachio, and walnut do not have high concentrations of
polyols and the B concentrates in older leaves. It is here where injury first
develops.
In citrus trees, B toxicity first appears on older leaves, usually in late
summer or early fall, as apical leaf mottling and chlorosis (yellowing) between
the leaf veins particularly closer to the leaf margins (Chapman 1968a,b)
(Figure 8).

And, boron is not evenly distributed along the leaf.

The

concentration distribution of boron in rough lemon leaves can vary as much
as a hundred times where the variations in tissue concentration reflect the
degree of injury (Oertli, 1960).

As injury continues to advance, similar

symptoms begin to show up progressively on younger leaves. Injury may
also progress from tip chlorosis and interveinal mottling to the formation of
tan-colored, resinous blisters on the underside of the leaves (Wutscher and
Smith 1996), particularly in orange, grapefruit and mandarins (Chapman
1968a,b). Still the injury begins on the older leaves while the younger leaves
remain unaffected. It is important to note that since B toxicity in citrus may
resemble other nutritional disorders or toxicities, it is important that leaf
samples are collected to confirm the visual diagnosis. In severe cases, boron
toxicity can cause leaves to prematurely abscise and the entire branch and
the tree can eventually die.
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Figure 8. Boron injury in citrus leaves.
e.

Citrus Rootstocks and Scions in Relation to B Susceptibility

It is well known that citrus is sensitive to boron and that the sensitivity
is largely controlled by the rootstock (Table 7) and its ability to exclude boron
from entering the shoot. It is also known that rootstocks that may exclude Cl-,
while others may exclude B. For example, in a study out of Texas, Cleopatra,
Timkat and Sunk Mandarin rootstocks excluded Cl- but accumulated boron
while Citrus Macrophylla excluded B but accumulated Cl- (Cooper and
Peynado, 1959). And there were those that accumulated both (e.g. Carrizo,
Savage, and Troyer Citranges). The citranges that accumulate both Cl- and B
is particularly a concern in environments with both high B and high salinity.
Because ‘Troyer Citrange’ is a major rootstock in the study area, the
tolerance to Cl or B as individual stresses may not be the same as when both
pose as potential abiotic stresses.
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Table 7. Citrus rootstocks ranked in order of increasing boron accumulation and transport to
scions. Adapted from Maas and Grattan (1999).
Common Name

Botanical Name

Citrus macrophylla
Citrus pennivesiculata or Citrus
Gajanimma
moi
Chinese Box Orange Severinia buxifolia
Citrus aurantium
Sour Orange
X Citrofortunella mitis
Calamondin
Citrus sinensis
Sweet Orange
Citrus junos
Yuzu
Citrus limon
Rough Lemon
Citrus X paradisi
Grapefruit
Citrus X limonia
Rangpur Lime
X Citroncirus webberi
Troyer Citrange
X Citroncirus webberi
Savage Citrange
Cleopatra Mandarin Citrus reticulata
X Citroncirus webberi
Rusk Citrange
Citrus reticulata
Sunki Mandarin
Citrus limon
Sweet Lemon
Poncirus trifoliata
Trifoliate Orange
Poncirus trifoliata X citrus paradisi
Citrumelo 4475
Citrus reticulata
Ponkan Mandarin
Citrus X tangelo
Sampson Tangelo

Boron Accumulation

Alemow

Cuban Shaddock

Citrus maxima

Sweet Lime

Citrus aurantiifolia

Low

High

Less known is that the scion itself also has the ability, although much less influential,
for reducing the amount of boron that is accumulated in the leaves (Table 8). These
influences are minor but nevertheless notable.
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Table 8. Boron tolerance of scions in order of decreasing tolerance (top of list is most tolerant
and bottom of list most sensitive (Chapman, 1966a, b).
Citrus Scion

Tolerance Ranking

Orange

Most Tolerant

Grapefruit
Kumquat
Mandarin
Sour Orange
Lemon

f.

Most Sensitive

Boron Interactions with Other Ions

As early as 1929, other ions have known to influence the susceptibility
of citrus to excess boron (Haas, 1929). The importance of adequate calcium
was noted as a factor in boron toxicity expression. Studies by Haas (1929), a
key paper where many boron standards for citrus rely on, found that boron
injury was related to lower leaf calcium concentrations and higher leaf
potassium. More recent studies have shown that B toxicity can be mitigated
by adequate zinc nutrition. Swietlik (1995) found that zinc applications (either
foliar or root) to zinc deficient sour orange markedly reduced the toxic
symptoms of B toxicity even though the tissue B concentration remained
unaffected. Early studies also showed that sulfate can be toxic to citrus and
symptoms are similar to that of B toxicity but these studies also showed that
with a proper balance of phosphate and nitrate, these toxicity symptoms are
overcome (Haas and Thomas, 1928).
Because excess boron often occurs in areas with saline soils and
waters, it is relevant to consider boron uptake by plants under saline
conditions inasmuch as boron toxicity may be confounded with the associated
problems of salt accumulation.

Although plant response to high

concentrations of boron in the root media has been extensively reviewed
(Nable et al. 1997), the interactive effects of salinity and boron on plant
performance have received less attention (Läuchli and Grattan, 2012b).
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Moreover, reports addressing the interaction of the dual stresses on crop
response reach widely different conclusions. Several studies have shown
that salt stress may increase boron toxicity symptoms and reduce crop growth
while others have found just the opposite. And recent research at the US
Salinity laboratory has shown that there are complex interactions among
salinity, boron and pH (Smith et al., 2013). These new findings suggest that
more research is needed to better understand the mechanisms of these
interactions.
As mentioned earlier on in this report, tree crops are affected by
salinity not only by osmotic effects but by specific ion effects as well. Citrus
can accumulate both chloride and boron in its tissue. Moreover, since citrus
is a boron-immobile species, both Cl and B will accumulate in the same type
of pattern (i.e. both constituents will accumulate in the tips and margins of the
oldest leaves first and then accumulation will increase towards the midrib of
leaves and then onwards to younger leaves). The literature is very deficient
in describing the interactions of B and Cl accumulation in citrus. Cooper and
Peynado (1959) examined both Cl and B accumulation in citrus and they
found that some rootstocks accumulate B and excluded Cl while others did
just the opposite. And they found that some rootstocks (Carrizo, Savage and
Troyer citranges) accumulate considerable amounts of both Cl and B.
Although these authors did not mention this, it is possible that there could be
synergistic effects such that the resulting injury to the tree could be greater
than the individual effects of each element.

Because the recycled water

contains higher concentrations of both these constituents, much of these
potential interactions are unknown at this time. This is a huge research gap
that should be addressed.

VI.

BORON TOLERANCE GUIDELINES

Determining the tolerance limits for B in the irrigation water for citrus is a
complex process.

There are a number of factors based on the scion/rootstock

combination, soil type, water chemistry, climatic conditions, and management
practices that all play an important role. Regardless, the ultimate goal is to establish
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appropriate irrigation water quality limits for boron that protect long-term use for
irrigation of citrus. The overall water quality is important because pH, salinity and
other constituents can affect adsorption process by the soil and absorption
processes by the root. As described earlier, citrus trees vary in sensitivity to boron
and much of this sensitivity is related to the rootstocks inability to exclude B from the
scion. Soil type is important since it influences the soil-boron adsorption processes,
which affect the soil solution boron concentration. And the soil type can influence
the extent by which leaching can occur. The climate is important since it dictates the
amount of water the trees transpire and the amount of rainfall that leaches salts and
boron below the root zone.

Irrigation management is critical since applying too

much water is not economical or ecologically sound and applying too little can lead
to accumulation of salts and boron over the long term regardless of the
concentration in the irrigation water.

Therefore all these factors need to be

considered when developing irrigation water quality guidelines.

a.

Literature Where Current Boron Standards Were Established

The irrigation water quality guidelines for boron that have been
adopted by the US EPA, the California Water Resources Control Board and
the United Nations, Food and Agricultural Organization (Ayers and Westcot,
1985) can be traced back to two classical studies conducted by prominent
researchers in Riverside; one by Haas (1929) and the other by Eaton (1944).
Interpretation of these studies set the soil water limits of < 0.5 mg/L boron for
lemon and 0.5 – 0.75 mg/L for orange and grapefruit (Maas and Hoffman,
1977; Ayers and Westcot, 1985). Since that time, more research has been
conducted that has evaluated citrus response to high-B irrigation waters.
Nevertheless, since the current standard hinge on these two studies, they will
be summarized first and separately.

i.

A.R.C. Haas (1929)

The earliest studies regarding tolerance of citrus to boron were
conducted by Dr. A.R.C. Haas, a professor in the Graduate School of
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Tropical Agriculture and Citrus Experiment Station at UC Riverside.
While conducting controlled studies on young citrus seedlings in jars
and sand tanks containing Hoagland’s nutrient solution, he was able to
find different sensitivities to boron among citrus species. He found that
lemons were more sensitive to B than were orange, grapefruit or
mandarins.

For example, he found that lemon leaves developed

chlorosis within a couple months when exposed to 1 mg/L boron in the
growth media and that newly emerging leaves became chlorotic as
well. On the other hand, orange leaves at the same concentration
remained unaffected. As boron increased in the substrate, injury to
lemon became more pronounced. Boron injury to orange was noticed
at 3 mg/L boron after 2 months in 2 out of the 25 sweet-orange
seedlings.
In other studies where he provided a one-time application of 25
mg/L B followed by B-free nutrient solution, he confirmed that lemons
were more sensitive to B than Valencia orange but this pre-treatment
caused both species to eventually lose their leaves as injury
progressed. Eaton (1935) reports a study where lemons were irrigated
for a year in 1926-27 with irrigation water containing 5 mg/L B and
trees continued to show injurious effects 8 years later after irrigation
resumed to normal irrigation water (B = 0.15 mg/L). The nature of the
studies by providing lethal doses of B followed by low-B solutions may
be valuable for comparing sensitivities among different citrus types and
by characterizing the type of injury symptoms, but does not provide a
very useful means for determining the tolerance limits of citrus to
boron.
Later studies showed that unless trees were severely injured,
leaching B from the soil allowed trees to eventually recover. Haas also
found the importance of an adequate supply of calcium to the tree and
that trees with inadequate calcium nutrition were more susceptible to B
injury. He stated that excessive B interferes with the absorption of
calcium and that when calcium is inadequate, injured leaves become
mottled.
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In another series of experiments B was added at different rates
to dry soil in a closed system such that any drainage below containers
was reapplied.

In this study they learned the importance of B

adsorption on soil, which minimized boron’s toxic effect, and the
immobility of B that had accumulated in older tissue to younger tissue.
He also found that modest applications of ferric sulfate, Fe 2(SO4)3,
reduced boron’s toxic effect.

He suspected that the iron formed a

complex with boron making insoluble ferric borate.
In further studies where fruit trees were grown in sand cultures
irrigated with ½ strength Hoagland’s nutrient solution by continuous
drip with either 1 or 2 mg/L B added to tap water, it is unclear how high
the B treatments actually were with the B in tap water plus B in nutrient
solution. Moreover, they found that lemon and orange that received
1 mg/L B treatment showed no leaf injury during the 9-month study.
However at 2 mg/L B, lemons were severely injured. Haas also found
that there was a large variation in B injury in relation to leaf B
concentration.

ii.

F. Eaton (1944)

Dr. Frank Eaton conducted the highly cited study where 50
species were studied in controlled, outdoor sand cultures for tolerance
to a range of boron concentrations (0.035, 1, 5, 10, 15, and 25 mg/L).
Of these species, lemon was the only citrus tested. Based on this 4-yr
study, lemon (Eureka) developed foliar injury when treated at the 1
mg/L level and shoot growth was reduced over 40% compared to the
low-B control. He found a distinct distribution pattern in the leaf: B in
the severely injured margins of leaves was nearly 4 times that than in
the green, uninjured tissue and twice that in the chlorotic areas. He
also found a very poor correlation with boron tolerance and leaf B
accumulation. Based on this study, it is clear that 1 mg/L B can be
injurious to lemon but it is uncertain what concentration between the
0.035 and 1 mg/L can lemon tolerate over the long term since there
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were no treatments in this range.

Another shortcoming of the

experiment was lack in replication. Because the thrust of the study
was to compare a number of different species for B tolerance, there
were very few replications.

Based on this study, the <0.5 mg/L

guideline that was assigned to lemon is somewhat arbitrary but
nonetheless provides a conservative limit for protection of this crop.

b.

Boron Affinity for the Soil

Boron has a higher affinity to the soil than common salts requiring
much more water to reclaim soil B to pre-existing levels than it does to reduce
the salinity to pre-salinization levels. The general rule of thumb is that it takes
up to 3 times more water to reclaim B-affected soils than salt-affected soils
(Hanson et al., 2006). Boron’s affinity for the soil is dependent upon many
characteristics including, among others, clay content, texture, organic matter,
pH, soil water content and temperature (Goldberg, 1997; Goldberg et al.,
2000).

Scientists at the USDA/ARS Salinity Laboratory in Riverside are

developing models to predict soil solution boron concentrations in relation to
soil type, soil chemistry, evapotranspiration (ET) and applied water (Suarez
and Simunek, 1997). Over the short term, much higher boron concentrations
can be used for irrigation than the guidelines indicate because the boron in
the soil water becomes adsorbed onto the soil thereby keeping the solution
concentration lower (Gupta et al., 1985). However, over the long term, soils
may eventually become saturated with boron so additional irrigation can
cause boron concentrations to increase in the soil solution. As tree roots
extract water leaving the salts and elements behind, the concentration
increases in the soil solution and the behavior will follow the relationship
described in Figure 6. It is this long-term effect that sets the boron guideline
limits to lower levels.
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c.

Determining Guideline Limits for B in Irrigation Water

Efforts have been made for decades to try and provide guidelines for
irrigation of boron sensitive crops. Eaton (1935) stated “it is not possible to
set definite limits for the critical concentrations of any of the common
constituents of irrigation waters. Not only do the tolerances of different plants
vary,

but

no

fixed

relationship

can

exist

between

irrigation-water

concentrations and soil-solution concentrations”. Surprisingly, over 75 years
later, even though improvements have been made,
concentration limits remain a challenging task.

setting critical

Nevertheless, in terms of

irrigation water suitability for B sensitive crops in the San Joaquin Valley,
Eaton (1935) did state that “above a concentration of 0.3 ppm (mg/L), the less
boron in the irrigation water the better”. Chapman (1968a, b), who was a
University of California, Riverside (UCR) professor and expert who worked in
citrus nutrition for years, states that injury to citrus occurs in regions where
the irrigation water exceeds 0.5 mg/L. He later states that B injury is apt to be
fairly pronounced when irrigation water sources exceed 1 mg/L. These early
experts recognized citrus’s extraordinary sensitivity to boron and provided
some general water quality guidelines.
A literature search was conducted to find specific guidelines that have
been proposed and adopted to protect citrus from excess boron (Table 9).
The most widely accepted guidelines are those critical threshold B
concentrations in the irrigation water above which produce injury that are
reported in FAO 29 (Ayers and Westcot, 1985). Most of the data where crops
are classified as “sensitive” to boron (threshold B < or equal to 1.0 mg/L in the
soil water) was based on the work by Eaton (1944), Haas (1929) or others
from the 1920s-1960s. The B tolerance guidelines are not all based on yield
but some, for example many tree crops, are based on the maximum
concentration above which plant injury is likely to occur.
Table 9 provides a summary of the guidelines (or suggested upper
limits) for the maximum tolerable B concentration in either the irrigation water,
soil water, or saturated soil extract, for the protection of citrus production.
These references and sources are from highly regarded scientists in their field
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of assessing the suitability of irrigation water quality or from highly regarded
sources. In regards to the maximum concentration of B in the irrigation water,
values vary between 0.3 and 1.0 mg/L.

The higher values comes from

experiences of using recycled water in Florida when soils are well drainage
and rainfall is higher than found in Riverside county. Therefore this upper
value is not an appropriate comparison for the climatic conditions in
Riverside.
Some people feel that Ayers and Westcot (1985) made a mistake by
equating the upper limits for B in the soil water (Bss) to that of the irrigation
water (Biw). However, FAO “Irrigation and Drainage Paper #29” states that
the “maximum concentrations (of boron) in the irrigation water are
approximately equal to these values (the maximum soil water concentration)
or slightly less” (Ayers and Westcot, 1985). Therefore FAO of the United
Nations and the US EPA have adopted the 0.5-0.75 mg/L value (Ayers and
Westcot, 1985) as the upper concentration limit for B to safely irrigate orange.
While the authors recognized the difference between irrigation water B (Bw)
and soil water B (Bss), and the complex relationship between the two, they
decided to equate one with the other because in most cases, this estimate will
be protective over a number of years in many soil types. While this may be a
good approximation over a number of years in the field, soil chemists (e.g.
Drs. D. Suarez, S. Goldberg and C. Amrhein, personal communication) are
concerned that over the long-term, soils may eventually become saturated
with boron whereby concentrations in the soil water will increase. This
concern is addressed in the next section.
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Table. 9. Guidelines for the maximum concentrations of boron in the irrigation water, soil
water, or saturated soil extract for the long-term irrigation of citrus.

Source

American Society
of Agronomy
(ASA);
Monograph 11
American Society
of Agronomy
(ASA);
Monograph 38
American Society
of Civil Engineers
(ASCE): Manual
71
Florida State
University
Canada
Food and
Agriculture
Organization - UN

Maximum B
Concentration
in Irrigation
Water (mg/L)

Maximum B
Concentration
in Soil Water
(mg/L)

Maximum B
Concentration
in Saturated
Soil Extract
(mg/L)

Wilcox and
Durum (1967)

0.3
0.5-0.75
Grapefruit,
Orange
< 0.5 Lemon
0.5-0.75
Grapefruit,
Orange
< 0.5 Lemon

Maas and
Grattan (1999)

Grieve et al.
(2012)
Parsons et al.,
2001
Leyshon and
Jame (1993)

1.0
<0.4 All Citrus
and avocado
< 0.5-0.75
Grapefruit,
Orange
< 0.5 Lemon

Reference

0.5-0.75
Grapefruit,
Orange
< 0.5 Lemon

Ayers and
Westcot (1985)

Horticultural
Reviews

0.5

Levy and
Syvertsen (2004)

US EPA

0.75

US EPA (2004)

USDA –
Handbook 60

0.33

0.7
0.5-0.75
Grapefruit,
Orange
< 0.5 Lemon

UC Davis

UC Riverside

0.5

Israel

0.3

USDA Handbook
60 (1954)
Hanson et al.
(2006)
Chapman,
1968a,b
Yermiyahu
(2012), personal
communication
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d.

Relationships Between Boron in the Irrigation Water, Boron in the
Soil Water, Leaching and Absorbed Boron

The relationship between boron concentration in the irrigation water
and that in the soil solution is much more complicated than considering
salinity alone because of the boron adsorption processes on the soil surface
(Leyshone and Jame, 1993).

There have been researchers who have

developed models and relationships between irrigation water B, leaching
fraction and B concentration in the soil water.

Two approaches will be

discussed here.
The first approach was conducted by Canadian researchers to
estimate B in the soil water based on B in the irrigation water for a given
leaching fraction.

A mass balance equation was used to calculate the B

concentration in the soil solution at equilibrium (after the soil adsorption sites
were saturated with boron) at different soil depths (root zone quarters) (Jame
et al., 1982; Layshone and Jame, 1993). They assumed that B uptake was
directly related to the root distribution and that the root water uptake was 40,
30, 20, and 10% in relation to top, 2nd, 3rd, and bottom root zone quarters.
Their predictive model showed that the B concentration of the soil water in
well-drained soil is close to that of the irrigation water near the soil surface but
increases with depth in the root zone. As the leaching fraction decreased, the
rate of increase in boron concentration with root zone depth, increased. They
found that for irrigation waters containing 0.5-10 mg/L boron, the weighted
average B concentration in the soil solution would be 1.4-1.9 times that of the
irrigation water if the leaching fractions (LF) is 0.25. On the other hand if the
LF was only 0.10, the relationship between boron in the irrigation water and
boron in the soil solution was increased to 1.9-2.7. More importantly was the
estimated time it would take to reach equilibrium. They estimated that with
irrigation water containing 1.0 mg/L B, it would take between 10 (sandy loam)
to 55 years (clay loam) to reach equilibrium if the LF was 0.25 if soils started
out B-free.
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Figure 9. Relationship between B in the irrigation water (Biw) and the weighted average root zone
boron in the soil solution (Bss) at three Leaching Fractions (LF). The blue diamond, red square and
green triangle represent LF of 0.1, 0.25 and 0.4, respectively. Assumes a root water uptake pattern of
40, 30, 20, and 10% in each root zone quarter (top to bottom). Adapted from Jame et al., (1982).
Figure 9 shows the relationship between boron concentration in the
irrigation water and boron concentration in the soil water.

These linear

relationships were produced based on the modeling data from Jame et al.
(1982).

Note that as the leaching fraction increases, the same B

concentration in the irrigation water produces a lower soil solution B
concentration in the root zone. The Trussell (2011) report also cites Jame et
al. (1982) and presents a figure using the same data but is presented a
different way.

Both figures (Figure 9 presented here and Trussell report

Figure 4) are applicable.
These relationships can be used to estimate the B in the irrigation
water given a tolerance limit for citrus. If one assumes that the tolerance limit
for citrus is 0.5 mg/L in the soil water, then at a 25% leaching fraction, the
maximum B concentration in the irrigation water would be 0.38 mg/L. At a
10% leaching fraction, the maximum B in the irrigation water is 0.30. If the
tolerance were set at 0.75 mg/L in the soil water, the maximum B in the
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irrigation water would be 0.52 and 0.40 mg/L, for same respective leaching
fractions.
Using a second and perhaps more conservative approach, the same
weighted root-water uptake approach is used (D. Suarez, personal
communication).

It is also assumed that the soil B adsorption sites are

saturated and that the B concentration in the soil water is twice that in the
saturated soil paste. This is likely an overestimation when in reality; the soil
water B concentration would be considerably less than twice that of the
saturate paste. Nevertheless, if we assume that after all the soil adsorption
sites are saturated with B, then B in the soil water will behave similarly to
salts, such that Figure 6 can be used. With a 20% leaching fraction, B in the
saturated soil paste would be about 1.05 times that in the irrigation water
(using the slope of the 20% LF line) or the soil water would be about 2.1 times
that of the irrigation water (i.e. Bss = 2.1 Biw). If we set the threshold Bss
concentration at 0.5 mg/L, than the maximum B concentration in the irrigation
water would be 0.23. If the Bss were set at 0.75 mg/L, then the maximum Bw
would be 0.36 mg/L. To be more accurate, while still remaining conservative,
it is important to account for rainfall contributing to the irrigation water
requirement (D. Suarez, personal communication). If we assume the average
effective rainfall in Riverside is 10 inches, and that the crop water requirement
for citrus in Riverside County is 37 inches (Table 2) (Hanson et al., 1999;
DWR CIMIS), and the leaching fraction is 20%, then the irrigation water
requirement (crop water requirement plus 20%) is 44 inches. If, on average,
rainfall contributes 10 inches, than irrigation water contributes 34 inches to
the irrigation water requirement. By using a simple mixing method of the
rainwater (estimated B concentration of zero) and the irrigation water, a
higher B concentration can be used. Therefore if one accounts for rainfall,
the maximum concentration of B in the irrigation water can therefore be
increased to 0.30 and 0.47 mg/L, respectively. Therefore by using these two
methods above, the safe concentration of boron in the irrigation water for the
long-term irrigation of orange is between 0.3 to 0.5, mg/L; assuming good
management and that adequate leaching occurs.
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The relationship between boron concentration in the irrigation water
and that in the soil solution has been evaluated in field conditions. In a longterm study (1928-1936) in the San Fernando Valley examining the influence
of irrigation water boron on soil solution B in lemon orchards, investigators
found that irrigation with Los Angeles aqueduct water (Bw = 0.7 mg/L)
resulted in soil solution B concentrations of about 1.1 mg/L (Eaton and
Wilcox, 1939). Therefore, they found that Bss = 1.6 Bw. This relationship
varied little between the 1931 and 1936 sampling periods. Therefore this
finding in field conditions fits the relationship describe by Jame et al., (1982)
[i.e. Bss = (1.4 to 1.9) Bw, when LF equal 0.25].

Based on this field

observation and using the Bss limits of 0.5 and 0.75 mg/L, the maximum
concentration of B in the irrigation water would be 0.31 and 0.47 mg/L,
respectively. This field observation agrees fairly well with the two Bw-Bss
methods described above.
Using

these

conservative

estimations and

those

conservative

guidelines in the literature, an irrigation water boron concentration of 0.3 mg/L
or less is safe for long-term irrigation of citrus provided soils are adequately
drained, an average rainfall of 10 inches occurs annually, adequate supplies
of water are available and good irrigation management practices using minisprinklers are used such that average seasonal leaching fractions of 20% are
readily achieved (Table 10). This value is very close to that proposed in the
Trussell report (Trussell, 2011). If the irrigation water exceeds 0.5 but is less
than 0.9 mg/L, it is very likely that injury will occur after a number of years and
that this injury would be severe enough to reduce yields. Above 0.9 mg/L,
certain toxicity will occur, but perhaps not for several years, causing yields to
decline and trees could eventually die after a number of years.
Table 10. Boron concentration ranges (mg/L) in irrigation water and potential risks for use of
municipal wastewaters in the Riverside County area. Ranges are based on long-term use
provided adequate leaching, good irrigation management and an adequate and dependable
supply of water throughout the season.
Possible Safe
Injury Likely Unsuitable for
Probable
Safe Use
Use in Some
Reducing
Irrigation of
Injury
Cases
Production
Citrus
< 0.3
0.3-0.5
0.5-0.7
0.7-0.9
>0.9
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Caution is advised when interpreting this table of guidelines.
Restricting soil layers that restrict adequate leaching, such as those found in
soils north of Lake Mathews, may affect the successful long-term use of
waters even at the upper end of the ‘safe use’ category. In such cases, boron
in the soil solution (Bss) could begin to increase above the safe 0.5-0.75 mg/L
range and this, coupled with the accumulation of Cl and salts, could add
additional abiotic stresses to the trees, potentially making the trees more
sensitive to B than guidelines indicate. The water quality assessment for the
waters in the Riverside area describes this in more detail.

VII.

ASSESSING THE SUITABILITY OF IRRIGATION WATERS

The water from the WMWD and EMWD effluents are of poorer quality than
that of Lake Mathews, the source that has been traditionally used for irrigation water,
and the Riverside canal which was used for intermittent irrigation over the past few
years (Tables 11-13). The boron concentration in recycled water from both the
WMWD (Table 12) and the EMWD (Table 13) are higher than those in the Lake
Mathews water (11a) and the Riverside canal (Table 11b).

The median

concentration of boron in Lake Mathews and Riverside Canal water are 0.13 and
0.17 mg/L, respectively, while the average concentration in WMWD is 0.27 mg/L. In
the EMWD, the concentrations of B are higher. The concentrations are 0.3, 0.41,
0.55, and 0.43 mg/L, respectively, for the Moreno Valley, Perris Valley, San Jacinto
Valley, and Temecula Valley RWRFs. Another important distinction is the chloride
concentration.

The Cl concentrations in the various effluents from WMWD and

EMWD are over 4 times that in the Riverside Canal water and about 1.6-2.3 times
that in Lake Mathews. While the salinity of the effluent waters is twice that in the
Riverside canal it is not that much different than that in Lake Mathews.
Nevertheless, the high EC in the Lake Mathews water is largely attributed to
dissolved gypsum (calcium sulfate), which is less damaging than if high EC is high
due to Na and Cl. Under most circumstances, these increases in these constituents
would have little restriction on the use of recycled water for irrigation. However,
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because citrus is the receiving crop, one known to be sensitive to all these
parameters, careful scrutiny is required.
Table 11a. Water quality characteristics of Lake Mathews (Colorado River Water) 1954-2012.
Lake Mathews (Colorado River Water) 1954-2012
Constituent

Units

Boron
Calcium
Chloride
Total Alkalinity
Sulfate

mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Total Dissolved
Solids (TDS)

mg/L

pH

Minimum
Maximum
Median
Concentration Concentration Concentration
0.06
0.24
0.13
63
102
79
55
119
91
115
139
130
210
367
280
670
520
829
(EC = 1.0
mmho/cm)
7.4
8.7
8.3

-

Table 11b. Water quality characteristics of the Riverside Canal from July 2005 to March 2009.
Riverside Canal Water
Constituent
Boron
Calcium
Magnesium
Sodium
Chloride
Bicarbonate
Sulfate
Electrical
Conductivity
pH

Units
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L

Minimum
Maximum
Median
Concentration Concentration Concentration
0.11
0.33
0.17
29
120
54
5.6
23
9
27
71
38
10
94
33
124
320
170
27
140
60

mmhos/cm

0.24

1.0

0.5

-

7.7

8.5

8.2
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Table 12. Water quality characteristics of effluent in WMWD over different months from
September 2011 to November 2012.
Western Municipal Water District (WMWD)
Units

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Ave

Bicarbonate
(HCO3)

Constituent

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Boron

ug/L

0.24

0.28

0.26

0.26

0.33

0.29

0.30

0.26

0.3

0.24

0.27

0.22

0.27

Calcium

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chloride

mg/L

140

140

150

150

160

120

160

125

130

165

160

160

147

Magnesium

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Potassium

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sodium

mg/L

130

150

140

140

150

130

140

130

135

145

135

120

137

Sulfate

mg/L

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

pH

pH
Unit

6.9

7.0

7.0

8.3

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.8

7.5

7.6

7.0

7.6

7.3

mmho
/cm

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.9

1.0

Electrical
Conductivity
[EC]

Table 13. Water quality characteristics of effluent at four different Regional Water Reclamation
Facilities (RWRF) at EMWD over different months averaged over the past three (3) years (four
tables).
MORENO VALLEY RWRF at EMWD
Constituent

Units

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Ave

Bicarbonate
(HCO3)

mg/L

71

96

66

84

61

76

64

65

72

58

68

62

70

Boron

mg/L

0.31

0.28

0.30

0.30

0.32

0.33

0.32

0.29

0.27

0.26

0.27

0.27

0.30

Calcium

mg/L

31

28

30

30

27

27

27

25

23

23

26

25

27

Chloride

mg/L

171

158

164

151

142

138

146

144

140

152

168

157

153

Magnesium

mg/L

13

11

11

10

10

10

11

11

10

11

13

11

11

Potassium

mg/L

16

16

15

14

16

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

Sodium

mg/L

121

109

113

111

104

105

106

102

99

106

121

105

109

Sulfate

mg/L

75

73

77

74

73

72

72

61

53

55

61

59

68

pH

pH
Unit

6.6

6.4

6.6

6.7

6.6

6.7

6.7

6.6

6.6

6.6

6.6

6.5

6.6

mmho
/cm

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

Electrical
Conductivity
[EC]
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PERRIS VALLEY RWRF at EMWD
Constituent

Units

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Ave

Bicarbonate
(HCO3)

mg/L

107

141

108

140

148

133

125

115

102

103

117

99

120

Boron

mg/L

0.39

0.39

0.41

0.46

0.38

0.41

0.42

0.41

0.38

0.40

0.50

0.38

.41

Calcium

mg/L

73

70

71

71

70

71

68

64

63

65

72

66

69

Chloride

mg/L

225

208

228

215

214

213

207

202

198

216

230

210

214

Magnesium

mg/L

19

19

20

19

20

19

18

17

17

16

18

16

18

Potassium

mg/L

15

15

15

14

15

15

15

14

15

15

15

14

15

Sodium

mg/L

140

135

139

135

136

135

127

122

120

122

138

123

131

Sulfate

mg/L

122

128

141

122

122

115

119

99

98

84

98

89

112

pH

pH
Unit

6.9

6.9

7.0

7.0

6.8

6.9

6.9

7.0

7.0

7.1

7.2

7.0

7.0

mmho
/cm

1.0

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.1

Electrical
Conductivity
[EC]

SAN JACINTO VALLEY RWRF at EMWD
Constituent

Units

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Ave

Bicarbonate
(HCO3)

mg/L

208

182

203

204

222

190

193

168

195

213

200

187

198

Boron

mg/L

0.45

0.45

0.62

0.66

0.55

0.55

0.55

0.51

0.41

0.61

0.79

0.45

0.55

Calcium

mg/L

56

55

54

54

56

57

59

56

55

54

55

51

55

Chloride

mg/L

159

158

163

164

158

163

159

152

145

156

158

143

157

Magnesium

mg/L

9

8

8

8

9

9

10

8

9

8

7

7

9

Potassium

mg/L

17

18

16

16

18

17

16

17

18

16

16

16

17

Sodium

mg/L

112

110

116

115

116

118

111

109

105

116

125

104

113

Sulfate

mg/L

93

93

93

97

100

90

95

88

88

87

86

91

92

pH

pH
Unit

6.7

6.8

6.7

6.8

7.0

6.8

7.0

7.0

7.1

6.9

6.9

6.9

6.9

mmho
/cm

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.0

1.1

1.1

1.1

0.9

1.0

1.1

1.1

Electrical
Conductivity
[EC]
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TEMECULA VALLEY RWRF at EMWD
Constituent

Units

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Ave

Bicarbonate
(HCO3)

mg/L

127

175

145

136

178

139

132

126

108

112

118

140

137

Boron

mg/L

0.43

0.40

0.41

0.44

0.45

0.45

0.43

0.43

0.42

0.44

0.46

0.42

0.43

Calcium

mg/L

60

59

61

59

58

62

58

56

51

46

54

53

57

Chloride

mg/L

190

194

201

198

200

193

187

193

190

192

188

190

193

Magnesium

mg/L

19

18

19

18

18

20

19

18

16

14

17

16

18

Potassium

mg/L

17

18

16

16

17

18

17

17

17

17

16

17

17

Sodium

mg/L

154

158

150

149

156

155

144

145

146

142

151

147

150

Sulfate

mg/L

142

153

154

149

152

160

153

150

133

118

141

140

145

pH

pH
Unit

6.88

7.08

6.86

6.82

6.7

6.68

6.75

6.73

6.73

6.69

6.75

6.73

6.78

mmho
/cm

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.1

1.1

Electrical
Conductivity
[EC]

a.

Infiltration Hazard

The infiltration hazard is evaluated by plotting EC and the SAR of the
water on Figure 4. The SAR values were calculated on effluent data based
on Equation 1.

Because of the limited data from WMWD, the SAR was

estimated assuming that the vast majority of the cations in the effluent were
Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ and the principle that the sum of the cations in meq/L x
10 equals the EC in mmhos/cm. Based on this method of estimation, the
average SAR in the WMWD effluent was calculated as 4.1. The SAR in the
Riverside Canal water and effluents from EMWD’s Moreno Valley, Perris
Valley, San Jacinto Valley, and Temecula Valley RWRFs were 1.2, 4.4, 3.6,
3.7, and 4.4, respectively. The Riverside Canal water has a much lower SAR
than those of the effluent waters. However, when SAR values are paired with
their respective EC values and plotted on Figure 4, all points fall fairly close to
the same region; boarder line between “No reduction in infiltration rate” to
“Slight to moderate reduction in infiltration rate”.

Therefore based on

“Infiltration hazard” alone, these different water qualities are all about the
same. By substituting the adjusted SAR values for the SAR values of the
various waters (refer to Ayers and Westcot (1985)), the water infiltration
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interpretation does not change. Soil column studies were conducted using an
Arlington loam soil collected in Riverside orchards from the top, coarsertextured soil layer and the lower, finer-textured soil layer (Amrhien, 2010).
Laboratory data indicates that the hydraulic conductivity of subsoil, based on
higher clay and silt content, is 1/6 that of the upper soil layer, regardless of
whether effluent or Riverside Canal water was used for irrigation.

This

suggests that regardless of water source used periodic light gypsum
applications should be applied periodically which will reduce the SAR and
improve the water infiltration potential of the water.

In regards to Lake

Mathews water, the SAR cannot be calculated because there is not sufficient
data; but based on the composition in Table 11a, the water contains
considerable amounts of dissolved calcium sulfate such that light gypsum
applications may not be required.

Even so, the water movement will be

restricted through the finer-textured subsoil.

b.

Salinity

The EC of the effluent waters are about twice that of the Riverside
Canal water. The average annual EC of effluent water from the WMWD and
EMWD is 1.0 and 1.1 mmhos/cm, respectively. This water quality falls right at
the threshold salinity level above which potential yields can be reduced.
However, should this water be used on a long-term basis, and an annual
leaching fraction > 15% can be achieved using high frequency irrigation (refer
to Figure 6), the average root zone salinity can be maintained at or below the
yield threshold soil salinity (ECe) of 1.3 mmhos/cm (see ‘Orange’ Table 3).
Achieving this may be a challenge in soils north and northeast of Lake
Mathews where a restricting soil layer may impede drainage such that
adequate leaching cannot readily occur. If this occurs, the average salinity in
the root zone may accumulate to potentially yield reducing levels.
Lake Mathews water has a total dissolved solid (TDS) value of 670
mg/L. This is equivalent to about an EC of 1.0 mmhos/cm. Even though the
overall salinity in the water is similar to that in the effluents, much of the EC of
the water in Lake Mathews water is attributed to dissolved gypsum (higher Ca
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and SO4). As such, as citrus roots extract water from the soil solution, some
of this gypsum in the soil water will precipitate out as the concentration
increases. If, however, the composition of the water had more Na and Cl and
less Ca and SO4, which is the case with the effluent water, then the increase
in EC in the soil water would be higher. Therefore the trees will be able to
tolerate a higher ECw from Lake Mathews water than that from the effluents.
Although the Ca and Mg values are not reported in the WMWD effluent, my
assumption is that it is similar to that in EMWD.

c.

Chloride

The Cl concentrations in the various effluents from WMWD and EMWD
are over 4 times that in the Riverside Canal water and about 1.6-2.3 times
that in Lake Mathews. The concentrations of Cl in the effluent waters fall
below the critical concentration of 238 mg/L in the irrigation water (Ayers and
Westcot, 1985; Hanson et al., 2006) for protection of the most Cl sensitive
rootstock (i.e. ‘Sweet orange’ and ‘Troyer citrange’). But according to Levy
and Syvertsen (2004), the critical irrigation water Cl concentration is 152
mg/L.

This suggests that effluent waters are close to this critical level.

Therefore Cl concentrations in the effluent could become problematic in
Riverside citrus orchards. If, however, the soil water concentration can be
maintained below this critical level (710 mg/L), Cl damage should not be
problematic for either ‘Valencia’ or ‘Washington’ naval oranges on either
dominant rootstock in the study area.

However, just like salinity, the

restricting subsoil in soil types north of Lake Mathews may limit the extent
leaching can occur. As a result, Cl concentration in the soil water within the
root zone may exceed their tolerance threshold.

d.

Boron

The concentration of boron in the effluent waters from both the WMWD
and EWMD is about 1.6-3 times higher than that in the Riverside Canal and
about 2-4 times that in Lake Mathews water, the main source of irrigation
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water for citrus over the years. The quality of the Lake Mathews water and
Riverside Canal water is excellent and has a median boron concentration of
0.13 and 0.17 mg/L, respectively. The important observation is that Lake
Mathews water has been used successfully to irrigate citrus in this region for
decades, suggesting that boron accumulation in the soil using water
containing about 0.13 mg/L boron is not an issue. However, the uncertainty
comes when irrigation water is now switched to poorer quality water where B
is now raised to the threshold or maximum of the ‘safe’ range (i.e. 0.27-0.3
mg/L or above). If the soils receiving the water had no restricting layers such
as those in the EMWD (except for the western soils near WMWD boarder),
and if the quality of this water remains stable and that there is sufficient water
available at all times for leaching, my assessment would be that effluent
waters from both the WMWD and EMWD’s Moreno Valley RWRF are suitable
for long-term irrigation of ‘Valencia’ and ‘Washington Navel’ oranges provided
good management practices were maintained. This assessment is based on
the dominant rootstocks [‘Troyer Citrange’ and ‘Sweet Orange’, both in the
moderate B-tolerance range in the study area, the long term Biw-Bss relations
as described earlier in report, the climatic conditions in the Riverside area
where annual rainfall is 10 inches/year, and if the tree is not experiencing
other stresses. The one uncertainty that remains is the potential interactive
effects of combined abiotic stresses (see section below). The irony is that
effluent waters with slightly better quality would be used to irrigate orchards
with soils that have restricting layers starting anywhere from 1-3 feet. While
the irrigation water could infiltrate the soil quite readily in the top layer, there is
an abrupt reduction in water movement into these restricting sub-layers
according to the on-line soil survey website. This could allow B to accumulate
to potentially damaging levels.
According to a report where soil samples were supposedly collected
from citrus groves in the Riverside area by Riverside Public Utility (RPU) staff
in order to assess potential adverse effects of irrigation with effluent water,
soil salinity, and boron concentrations in the top 1-2 foot layer were above
their respective threshold levels (Grismer, 2008).

For example, B

concentrations in the top-soil layer were between 1-2 mg/L in the saturated
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soil extract for the majority of soils sampled while the ECe was 1.5 to 6 dS/m.
This indicates that salinity and boron have both accumulated in upper soil to
levels where damage to the citrus can occur. Also, in the report by Amrhein
(2010), data indicate that after just one year of irrigation, the plant available
boron concentration in soil columns increased in both the top and bottom soil
layers. It is because of these restricting soil layers and potentially interactive
stresses that I am concerned about the long-term suitability of these recycled
waters for irrigation of citrus in the Riverside area.

e.

Combined Abiotic Stresses

When each water quality constituent is assessed individually, the
reclaimed municipal wastewater appears to be marginally adequate or slightly
above in terms of potential long-term effects on citrus should soils have
adequate drainage.

This assessment is based on good irrigation

management and adequate leaching occurs from year to year. But when
several of the constituents are at threshold levels, which is the case here, a
“perfect storm” scenario may develop particularly in those soils that have
restricting soil layers (1-3 foot depth).

In this case, salt and boron can

accumulate in the root zone to potentially growth limiting. It may be that
winter rains are adequate for leaching the soil profile from salts and boron
that accumulated over the season, but long-term studies need to be
conducted to make this assessment. In a recycled water study with grapefruit
grown in two contrasting soil types in a Mediterranean climate, the raining
season was able to adequately leach accumulated salt in the top 4 feet but
boron was found to accumulate (Lado et al., 2011). Moreover, during drought
years, it is unclear whether salts and boron might accumulate to damaging
levels even if drainage was adequate. The NRCS soil survey information on
the website is somewhat limited in their description of soil properties so field
studies need to be done to evaluate soil salinity, Cl and B accumulation and
distribution dynamics in the soil profile over the season and over the years.
Further investigation and monitoring is needed to assess

whether

accumulation of these constituents constitute a potential problem.
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In addition, the combination of these stresses (B, Cl and salinity) may
make the tree more susceptible to any one individual stress (Yermiyahu et al,
2007). Generally when threshold tolerances are determined, whether it be for
boron, chloride or salinity, studies are conducted where it is just one stress
being studied as the independent variable. All other factors are within the
optimal range. When more than one stress is being experienced by a tree, it
is possible that the tolerances assigned to them in the absence of others
stresses are no longer valid. Therefore even if research indicates that orange
can tolerate 0.5-0.75 mg B/L in the soil water when other stresses are absent,
it is not clear if this same level is appropriate in the presence of salt and Cl
which could be inducing another abiotic stress on the trees at the same time.
One of the concerns is that both B and Cl accumulate in leaf tissue in
the same distribution pattern (Oertli, 1960) and the injury symptoms are
somewhat similar (Levy and Syvertsen, 2004).

For example, the orange

mottling of B toxicity is somewhat similar to the bronzing symptoms of Cl
toxicity (Cooper and Peynado, 1959).

Because the injury is from excess

accumulation in the same area of the leaf tissue, it is possible that adverse
interactions can occur between Cl and B. Research needs to be conducted to
address this possibility.

VIII.

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

Regardless of what the results of the suggested studies find, the combination
of good management and careful monitoring are essential for optimizing the
successful use of recycled water for citrus production. Adopting best irrigation water
management and fertility/nutrient practices will help the transition to recycled water.
In addition, monitoring irrigation water supplies, the soil and crop tissues by
collecting periodic samples is important so that corrective measures can be taken to
avoid potential losses in crop production.
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a.

Irrigation Management

Irrigation management is the key to optimizing the use of recycled
water. As early as the 1930’s, it has been known that the boron concentration
in the soil solution is not only influenced by B concentration in the irrigation
water but is affected by irrigation, leaching, soil adsorption, and soil drying
cycles as well (Eaton and Wilcox, 1939). Applying irrigation water frequently
and in excess to the soil water holding capacity is critical for reducing the soil
concentration of boron and potentially toxic ions like chloride (Boman et al.,
2005). Excess applications are required for leaching to maintain low salt and
boron levels in the soil water and frequent irrigations are needed for
optimizing the soil water content.
Citrus responds more favorably to irrigation with poor quality water
when methods such as micro-sprinklers are used as opposed to other
methods with longer durations between irrigations.

With shorter intervals

between irrigations, salt and boron concentration in the soil water will be kept
at lower concentrations. Micro-sprinklers do not wet the entire soil volume but
allows more localized leaching (Levy and Syvertsen, 2004).

This high-

frequent irrigation combined with proper nutrition can help alleviate salt and
boron damage.

Although beneficial for salt control and leaching boron,

nutrients can also be leached.

b.

Soil Ripping

Because many of the soils in the WMWD have low-permeable and
weakly cemented sub-layers, ripping the soil to break up this layer would be a
good option if trees were not already present (T. O’Geen, Ph.D., personal
communication). This would allow for better drainage and provide a condition
where buildup of salt and boron would be less likely. However with mature
trees present, such a practice would likely damage roots severely. Moreover,
such a practice would not be adequate for all soil types in these north of Lake
Mathew soils. For example, the Las Posas loam soils have a much deeper
impervious layer and such a practice would not be effective (T. O’Geen, PhD,
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personal communication). But others, such as Buren and Arlington loams,
have thinner impervious layers and such a practice should be considered in
situations where new orchards are being planted.

c.

Selecting B and Cl Tolerant Rootstocks

In cases where growers are considering planting new or re-planting old
orchards, rootstocks that are more B and Cl tolerant (i.e. restrict the transport
and accumulation of Cl and B to the scion) should be considered. Of course
such a consideration has to also consider disease resistance and
scion/rootstock compatibility.

Refer to the article by Levy and Syvertsen

(2004) for information on some more recent rootstocks with Cl tolerance.

d.

Amendments to Alleviate B Toxicity

Research has not only shown that the proper nutrient balance in citrus
can optimize tree performance but certain amendments may also alleviate B
toxicity (Boman et al., 2005).

Although fertilizers show little benefit for

increasing salt tolerance (Grattan and Grieve, 1999), adding N to citrus has
been found to increase boron and chloride tolerance (Ayers and Westcot,
1985; Boman et al., 2005). Studies have shown that additions of nitrate can
reduce both boron and chloride accumulation in leaves, reducing toxicity. In
addition, nitrogen can stimulate vegetative growth in citrus. The logic to this
practice is that as boron accumulates in the older leaves to toxic levels,
whereby leaves are damaged and many drop from the tree. Application of
nitrogen can stimulate new growth and new leaves, restoring the
photosynthetic capability of the tree. For example Ayers and Westcot (1985)
suggest that 2.4-2.6 % N (dry weight basis) in Washington Navel Orange in 5
to 7 month old terminal spring cycle leaves from non-fruiting, non-flushing
shoots is sufficient. However when boron is problematic, the guidelines are
raised close to 2.7-2.8 % N and fertilization practices are modified to achieve
those levels to minimize damage from boron (Ayers and Westcot, 1985).
However, others found that N applications as calcium nitrate, Ca(NO 3)2, but
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not ammonium sulfate (NH4)2SO4 reduced the severity of B toxicity symptoms
even though the tissue B concentration was not reduced (Cooper and
Peynado, 1959). And in Israel, applying chicken manure has been found to
decrease B toxicity in citrus (Levy and Syvertsen, 2004).

The chicken

manure is thought to act like a slow release fertilizer perhaps giving the same
benefits as nitrate fertilizers.
In addition to enhanced vegetative growth, N, when applied as nitrate
(NO3-), can reduce chloride uptake, which has been found to improve citrus
tolerance to Cl- (Bar et al., 1997; Levy and Syvertsen, 2004).

Therefore

nitrate applications have an added benefit of improving salt tolerance in citrus
via reducing susceptibility to chloride toxicity. Consideration must be taken
regarding excess applications and nitrate pollution of the groundwater.
Lime applications have also been suggested as a means to reduce
boron toxicity (Gupta, 1985; Haas, 1945). While it was believed that the
calcium in the lime was responsible for its protection, later studies suggested
that the plant was protected by the raise in soil solution pH caused by the lime
addition. Gypsum, CaSO4, applications had no effect on B toxicity (Cooper
and Peynado, 1959).
Applications of trace elements may also reduce B toxicity.

Some

research indicates that zinc (Zn) applications can reduce boron uptake and
toxicity. Research by Swietlik (1995) indicates that B toxicity symptoms in Zndeficient citrus could be mitigated with Zn applications. In a study by Rajaie
et al (2009), the investigators found that Zn applications decreased the
transport of B to lemon shoots. They found that Zn provided a protective
mechanism against excessive B uptake and suggested that application of Zn
to Zn-deficient citrus where boron is potentially toxic is beneficial.

Other

researchers have found that ferric sulfate (Fe 2(SO4)3) was effective at
reducing boron uptake in lemon (Haas, 1929). He hypothesized that soluble
boron was made unavailable via insoluble ferric borate complexes. Therefore
it is clear that amendments can play an important role in reducing B toxicity in
citrus.
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IX.

RESEARCH GAPS

a.

Evaluate the Performance of Citrus in Orchards North of Lake
Mathews Irrigated with Recycled Water: A long-term field project is
recommended that implements best management practices (irrigation,
pest and nutrient) on a growers orchard north of Lake Mathews. The
accumulation of salts and boron in the citrus leaves, the impact on
flowering, fruit development, and yield would be monitored as well as
the changes in soil quality characteristics (ECe, B, Cl, Na, ESP, etc)
over the season and from year to year.
determined

whether

accumulation

is

This way trends can be
occurring

and

if

such

accumulation has an impact on leaf B and Cl accumulation, flowering,
fruit development and yield (and quality).

Some plots can be split

where various amendments are added to minimize B toxicity (see the
Best Management Practices section).

b.

Rootstocks and Scions: It would be valuable to conduct additional
research to determine boron tolerance for Valencia and Washington
Navel orange grafted on ‘Troyer Citrange’ and ‘Sweet Orange’
rootstocks.

Studies should be conducted in controlled sand-tank

environments where the concentrations of ions in the soil solution can
be readily controlled and do not vary spatially or temporally. This will
give a good indication what the upper tolerance limit is for B and would
give a better indication that the general range provided in the literature.
More recent rootstocks that show tolerance to Cl and B should also be
included.

At the same time, a parallel study should be conducted

where the same scion/rootstock combinations are evaluated in
drainage lysimeters filled with layered soil, similar to those types north
of Lake Mathews. In addition to controlled greenhouse studies, field
studies need to be conducted over several years (5 years) to
determine the tolerance of citrus to recycled water in soils with
impeding layers. This way the concentrations of B in the soil water can
be monitored throughout the soil profile as well as accumulation of
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potentially damaging constituents in the plant tissue. These values
can then relate to fruit production, fruit quality and leaf injury.

c.

Additional Models:

Soil chemistry models need to be refined to

determine long-term boron concentrations in the root zone when using
irrigation waters of variable B concentrations under historical rainfall
conditions in the area. Models that the US Salinity Laboratory by Dr.
Suarez et al may be a good starting point. Previous transient models
have shown that irrigation water quality standards may be too
conservative and that higher concentrations of salts can be applied
than the steady-state model by FAO 29 (Letey et al., 2011). Also, the
distribution of rainfall over the season can affect the seasonal average
root zone salinity (Isidoro and Grattan, 2011) so it is important the
refined models take that winter rainfall, characteristic of the Riverside
region, into account.

d.

Ion Interactions: Since boron and chloride both accumulate in the
older leaves and because orange trees grafted on ‘Troyer Citrange’
and ‘Sweet Orange’ rootstocks readily accumulate Cl and B, studies in
controlled sand tanks should be conducted to determined combined
tolerances to these constituents. Again, more recent rootstocks that
show tolerance to Cl and B should also be included in the study. This
study can be done in the same sand-tank system as described in 2. It
is possible that climatic conditions can play a role in tree susceptibility.
For example, tree sensitivity may be related to evaporative conditions.
That is, trees may be more sensitive to a particular leaf concentration
of B and Cl under hot, dry, windy conditions than cool, humid, and
calm conditions.

e.

Amendments:

Additional research needs to be conducted to

determine best management practices for applying amendments to
reduce B toxicity. As described in this report, calcium, nitrate, zinc,
and ferric sulfate have all been found to play a role in alleviation of B
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toxicity. Such amendments or combinations may play an important
role in reducing the potential for developing B toxicity.

XI.
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